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<. 1. 0 SUKMAR'! 
l. A computer model representation was made of the DC-IO-30 aircraft fuel 
system and the fuel. lubrication. bleed air. and generator cooling systems for 
1- the CF6-80X engine. This model was derived from engine thermal models for 
CF6-80A/Al engines used on th~ B-767 and A-310. The thermal model was used in 
conjunction with General Electric Commercial Zngine mission analysis computer 
codes to project and simulate actual routes and flight profiles for the 
DC-lO-30. The flights included nominal and statistical one-day-per-year cold 








With the DC-IO-30 and CF6-80X serving as a baseline. three new advanced 
fuel systems were evaluated under the same simulated flight conditions in 
order to assess differences in performance. The primary objective of this 
work was to determine feasibility and relative degree of compatibility of 
these alternative systems with future broadened-property fuels. The fuel 
properties determined to be of primary interest were freezing point. thermal 
stability and lubricity. An emergency flight condition representing low ruel 
reserves was also evaluated. 
In addition to system performance considerations. fuel consumption and 
economic tradeoffs were also addressed. Component weight, engine air bleed 
and shaft power extraction. and the effect of fuel heating were determined in 
order to arrive at relative differences in fuel consumption for the different 
sy~tems. These results along with estimates of acquistion cost and 
maintenance cost were used in an economic analysis which yielded differences 
in economic incentive for e,ch sy~tem. 
The three advanced systems included means for aircraft tank heating by 
energy extraction from existing engine systems. These heat sources included 
engine lubricating oil. generator oil. and engine compressor bleed air for the 
aircraft environmental control syste~. Fuel recirculation to the tanks was 
used for the engine lube and generator oil approach. A water recirculation 
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alternative fuel pump designs for increased tolerance to low fuel lubricity. 
A centrifuga.1. pump was used with the most advanced system. Fuel nozzle 
configuration:; to increase tolerance to low therntal stability fuel properties 
included air atomization and alternative nozzle divide,r valve designs. 
The reButs of the study showed that all systems are generally feasible 
but vary in dp-gree of compatibility with broadened-property fuels. The 
coldest bulk fuel temperature predicted for the main wing tanks was -45° C 
(-49· F) for the baseline design. This is 5· C (9° F) less than thp. maximum 
freezing point cor Jet-A fuel indicating the probable use of Jet-B or Jet-Al 
by the airline for this flight. These results during the same cold flight 
improved to -33.9° C (-29° F) using engine lube oil heat and -41.7° C (-43° F) 
using generator oil heat. Bleed air heat would have resulted in a -32.2° C 
(-26° F) tank temperature if the precooler setpoint was 121° C (250° Fl. Thus 
the bleed air system affords a 12.8° C (23° F) increase in fuel freezing 
point. The only significant problem revealed by the study was the use of 
engine lube oil heat for fuel freezing protection. Engine oil temperature 
might become too cold fo.r proper distribution in the. engine. Oversizing the 
oil-to-fuel heat exchanger (degrading performance) might be a solution but is 
not desirable from a weight standpoint. 
Fuel lubricity problems caused by severe hydrotreating ~o~l~ be solved 
with the use of new pump gear materials or by changing to centrifugal pumps. 
It is highly uncertain. however. that low lubricity will be a fuel problem in 
any event. 
Thermal stability for the study fuel was estimated to be 220° C (428° F) 
minimum (breakpoint) as compared to 245° C (473° F) minimum for Jet-A. This 
reduction would increase projected unscheduled component removal (UCR) rate 
from 50 per 106 hours to 140 per 106 hours using the study fuel. The 
worst of the advanced systems nozzle concepts yielded a UCR rate of 41 per 
106 hours using the study (broadened-property) fuel. Hence from a fuel 
nozzle standpoint. it is believed that thermal stability reduction could be 
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The emergency flight simulations with low fuel reserves and continuation 
of tank heating did not reveal major problems. With relatively simple 
provisions the fuel tanks would not be subject to overheating. 
The economic results showed that only a small improvement is needed in 
fuel consumption to offset the initial cost of the most complex system. Using 
~ fuel as a heat sink for engine bleed air eliminated engine fan bleed cooling 
L (precooling) and resulted in a 0.312 percent improvement in block fuel 
consumption for the nominal' flight. After consideration of initial investment 
l~ ana maintenance cost differentials. the net 1982-dollar investment incentive 
for this system was $93,669 ($69.254 with study fuels) per engine system over 





An additional result gained from this program was the apparent benefit of 
system computer modeling. Advanced systems and flight simulations are far too 
complex to afford assessment in a simple manner. The relative differences are 
small. In future work. this type of approach may be of absolute necessity if 















This final reprr.t presents the results of a study performed by the 
General Electric Company Aircraft Engine Business Group, under NASA Contract 
NAS3-23267 for the NASA-Lewis Research Center. The study involved computer 
modeling of the fuel system for a wide-body commercial aircraft using high 
bypass jet engines. Advanced fuel systems were compared with a baseline 
design on the basis of similar flight conditions in order to ascertain 
compatibility with fuel properties and economic impact to the aircraft user. 
In the future it can be expected that there will be a general reduction 
in the availability of petroleum crude sources. This, coupled with a relative 
increase in aviation transportation and increased competition for 
kerosene-type fuel may lead to an incentive for the use of broadened-property 
aviation jet fuel. In the aircraft and engine fuel system, fuel property 
change may influence tank fuel freezing protection, combustor fuel nozzle 
deposits related to thermal stability, and engine fuel pump wear resulting 
from low lubricity fuel characteristics. 
It is recognized that the design evoluti"", of aircraft and engine fuel 
systems should anti!!ipate such changes to enable the aviation industry to 
provide a reliable·and cost-effective product. The objective or-this program 
was therefore to define and analyze a variety of advanced fuel systems which 
address these fuel property issues. Performance of the advanced systems 
relative to fuel compatibility, aircraft safety and economic benefits was the 
key objective. 
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3.0 BASELINE AIRCRAFT AliD ENGINE 
3.1 AiRCRAFT 
The MacDonnell Douglas DC-10-30 wide-body tri-jet aircraft was chosen for 
the study because it represents a size and range which is of particular 
interest from the standpoint ~f low temperature fuel. Figure 1 shows the 
DC-10-30 aircraft. The DC-IO fuel system involves fuel transfer from several 
tanks to a particular engine during the course of a prolonged flight. Thus, 
the combination of prolonged fuel cooldown time and a modern tank-to-engine 
fuel management system provided an excellent baseline for this study of 
advanced systems involving tank heating. 
Other particulars of the DC-10-30 are as follows: 
11,112 tan 6,000 nmi range 
256,284 kg 565,000 Ibs max gross take-off weight 
45,360 kg 100,000 lbs max payload 
277 seat passenger load 
The DC-10-30 fuel system includes eight fuel tank compartments. Triple 
or quadruple redundant tank boost pumps for all tanks and all-attitude 
suction-feed for wing engines is provided. Figure 2 shows the overall fuel 
management system. 
For the study, only the No. 1 engine (left wing) was considered. 
~eferring to the simplified fuel system in Figure 3, fuel is transferred by 
boost pumps from the auxiliary (center) tank and No. 2 (tail engine) tank to 
the main outboard tank, then to the main tank. This occurs at the beginning 
of the flight in order to burn off fuel in the center of the aircraft. This 
is desirable on large aircraft from the standpoint of wing structural load and 
for aerodynamic stabil\ty. As the flight progresses, fuel weight distribution 
shifts toward the outward fuel tanks. At the end of the flight, fuel is 
t~ansferred from the main outboard tanks to the main tanks as shown in 
Pl,ECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 
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• Fuel is Transferred When Transfer Pumps are Turned 
On and Fill Valve. are Opened Illy Flight ~ngineer 
• Relief Valves (Not Shown) Prevent Overpressurizatlon 
Figure 3. Auxiliary and No. 2 Tank Transfer to Main 
Tanks at Beginning of Flight. 
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Figure 4. This occurs automatically on the nC-IO if the main tank level is 
low enough that it becomes desirable to consolidate all remaining fuel 
reserves in the main tanks which are directly feeding the engines. Figure 5 
shows sequentially how fuel is transferred and burned during a long-range 
flight extended to minimum fuel rese~es. Figure 6 shows the fl~ght 
engineer's pane1 and the fuel transfer/burn selections Which can be made. 
The computer model used for this study included the fuel transfer and 
fuel burn aspects discussed previously and shown in the figures. Figure 7 
further describes the fuel transrer schedules used in the model. 
Advanced 
tank heating. 
System C uses engine compressor bleed air as a h~at source for 
This bleed air is normally used on the DC-lO for wing anti-
icing and for the cabin environmental control system (ECS). Figure 8 showa 
the baseline DC-IO plleumatic system associated with this bleed air. Note the 
location of the precooler setpoint which affects the amount of heat removed 
from the engine bleed air. 
3.2 ENGINE 
The General Electric engine currently used on the DC-IO-30 is the 
CF6-50C. For the study, however, a newer engine, the CF6-BOX, was modeled. 
The C~6-80X is a potential growth version of the CFG-80 used on the B-767 and 
A-310. The -80X engine would have about 6 percent better cruise sfc than the 











pps core airflow 
pph fuel flow 
The CF6-80X engine is shown in Figure 9. The engine installation on the 
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(Flow Inward Only) 
• low Fuel Level In Main ~ank Causes Float Valves to Automatically 
Open Outboard Compartment Grav!ty Drain Valve and Activates 
Jet Transfer Pumps - Transferring Fuel to Inward Area of 
MaIn Tank Regardless of Aircraft Maneuver 
Figure 4. Outboard Tank Fuel Trans fer 
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Figure 5. Fuel Usage. 
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Figure 6. Flight Engineer Fuel Panel. 
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CD Auxiliary Tank Transfer 
• Used on Cold Flight Only (long Range) 
• Starts at Beginning of Flight 
• Rate Equals Engine Burn Rate 
• No Change in Other Tank leveDs (Full) 
• From Aux Equals 98,220 ibs (44,550 kg) (Full) to 400 Rbs (181 kg) (Residual) 
CD No.2 Tank Transfer 
CD 
• Starts When No.1 or No.3 Mains Plus Outboards at 21,000 Ibs (12,250 kg) io 
33,110 Rbs (15,320 kg) 
• Rade of 25,200 pph (3.2 kg/s) to No.1 and 25,200 pph (3.2 kg/s) to No.3 
• Main Tank leveDs Increase - No Chall'llge In Outboard Levels (Full) 
• Slops When 1N0. 2 Tank 500 Ibs (227 kg) More Than ADD Other Tanks Combined 
Outboard Transfer 
• Starls When Main Tank Level Goes BeDow 5000 Dbs (2210 kg) 
• Rate Equals Engine Bum Rate 
• No Changes in Main ~~lfeg «5000 Ibs) «2210 kg) 
• Stops When Outboard Goes Below 400 Ibs (181 kg) (ReSidual) 
Figure 7. Fuel Transfer Schedule. 
(Model Representation) 
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Figure 9. CF6-BO Engine. 
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Figures 11 and 12. The fuel system arrangement i: typical of General Electric 
!.arge commercial engines. The CF6-BO engines (B-767 and A-3l0) include fuel 
cooling of the integrated drive generator (IDG). Air cooling is provided as 
an alternative heat sink for fuel cooling of the IDG oil. The arrangement is 
shown in Figure 13. 
For this study, the engine fuel system components of particular interest 
are the fuel pump and fuel nozzles. The gear-type pump is shown in 
Figure 14. Although, as mentioned, the CF6-S0X was used for the study, it was 
decided to use CF6-S0 fuel nozzles in the Baseline model. This was done 
because good knowledge of field service performance is presently available for 
the -50 nozzle thus permitting a more accurate assessment of fuel temperature 
effe~ts. The baseline fuel nozzle (CF6-S0) and manifold arrangement is shown 
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Figure ll. Fuel System Schematic. 
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Figure 12. Fuel System Schematic . 
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Overboard 
Air 
• During Takeoff, Climb and Cruise ~ Air Valve Closed 
IDG Oil Heat Goes to Fuel 
0.35% .o.SFC Improvement at Cruise 
• During Idle Descent - Air Valve Open 
lOG Oil Heat Goes to Air 
• Used on CF6-80A For 8-767 and A-310 
Figure 13. lOG oil Cooling Syste~. 
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Figure 14, Fuel Pump, 
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Figure 16. CF6-50 Fuel Nozzles with Valves on Casing. 
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4.0 ADVANCED SYSTEMS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The system arrangements and component selections for the advanced systems 
are keyed to the issue of broadened-propert~ fuels. For the study, three fuel 




Freezing Point - tank heating consideration 
Thermal Stability - fuel nozzle consideration 
Low LubriCity - fuel pump consideration. 
The results of the study provide comparisons between three Advanced 
Systems (A, B and C) and the Baseline System. FiguL'e 17 lists the fuel 
properties and the approach or method for dealing with these properties. In 
all cases, tank heating is used to provide fuel freezing protection. Low 
lubricity problems would be avoided by either the use of low lubricity 
tolerant materials or the use of centrifugal pumps. Thermal stability 
problems are addressed by improvements in the fuel nozzle design and by 
reducing the fuel temperature supplied to the nozzles. 
Figures 18 through ~l show, using a common fo~at, the differences 
between the Baseline and the Advanced Systems. The major features of each 
system are indicated by these figures. Note that these syste~ as fo~ulated 
in the study computer models start with the aircraft auxiliary and No.2 main 
tank. System weight comparisons are shown in Figure 22. 
4.2 ADVANCED SYSTEM A 
In this system, a fuel return line is connected from the engine fuel 
control to the outboard fuel tank of the c.orNsponding engine. Normally all 
control bypass flow returns to the tank. This pe~its a portion of the pump 
heat and engine lube system heat to be transferred to the fuel tanks. 
Explicitly, heat from these sources is transferred to the tanks or to the 
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Figure 18, Baseline OG10-30 and CF6-80X. I 
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Figure ]9. Advanced System "A". 
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Figure 20. Advanced System "B" . 
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Figure 21. Advanced System "e". 
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•• Bleed Fan ~;; 
Fuel Air Bleed WHRS 
Pump- PrecoQl~er Valve loop- Total 
J 
---
Base~llI1e 39/11.7 62/28.1 14/6.4 115/52.2 , 
, 
System A 39/17.7 62/28.1 14/6.4 115/52.2 




System C 29113.2 157171.2 186/84.4 ~ IncludulI1g j 
Start Pump 
, 
Note: Th~se Weight Penalties Increased by 25% in Model to , 
Account for Additional Engine Mount Weight 
Figure 22. Weight Tradeoffs (Dry Weight, Pounds/Kilograms), I £ 
® , 
!, ~.. ·-..:.· .. n ..... ..-::. .•. 
engine combustor in proportion to the ratio of tank return flow to engine burn 
flow (metered flow). In certain situations such as ,tank temperature exceeding 
limits or needing additional fuel icing protection, it becomes necessary to 
shut off tank return flow. This may be done by cockpit- controlled operation 
of e valve which causes control bypass flow to return to engine pump 
interstage (in the normal manner). The reason for suggesting tank return as a 
normal operational mode is to gain the added benefit of ~educed fuel 
temperature rise in the engine system. This occurs because the fuel 
temperature rise associated with pumps and lube heat are now (with tank 
return) chargeable to tot~l pump flow (gear flow) instead of only metered 
flow. This reduced fuel temperature is advantageous for cooling other systems 
and operating at lower nozzle temperatures. Fuel cooling of auxiliary systems 
(such as the 100) results in better sfc:: by reduction of air cooling (see 
Figure 13). 
System A uses low AP (air atomizing) nozzles with the divider and check 
valves mounted on the engine casing. This low AP nozzle is of a design 
similar to the nozzles on the General Electric TF34, T700 and GFH56 engines. 
These air atomizing designs are shown in Figure 23. From a thermal stability 
standpoint, the advantages of these nozzles are: (1) larger injector ports, 
(2) more air cooling of the nozzle tip, and (3) lower nozzle AP resulting in 
lower pump pressure rise (less pump heut input). Reduction in-nozzle AP 
from the Baseline (high AP CF6-S0 type) is shown in Figure 24. 
For low lubricity considerations, system A uses pump gears made from a 
carbide matrix material. The gears are dimensionally the same as standard 
tool steel or nitraloy gears. various carbide-matrix gears have been and 
continue to be evaluated by pump manufacturers. Titanium carbide in an iron 
matrix is one possibi.lity, Tooth bending strength is imparted by the iron. 
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Figure 23. Low lip Air Atomizing Nozzles. 
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4.3 ADVANCED SYSTEM B 
Advanced System B incorporates a fuel tank return line which receives 
heat input from the generator (lOG) oil system. The engine fuel pump 
centrifugal boost stage is oversized to provide additional flow capacity. In 
effect, the arrangement simply moves the lOG fuel-oil heat exchanger from its 
normal location (downstream of the fuel control) to the tank return line. The 
air-oil heat exchanger provides cooling if tank temperature exceeds limits. 
The same low 4P fuel nozzles are used as with System A except that the 
divider and check valves are located off the engine casing. Valve locations 
are shown in Figure. 25. Secondary flow nozzles are used only at power 
settings above idle. If the check valves for these nozzles are located on the 
engine casing, the comhin,tion of static fuel and heat influx from the casing 
[315.6' C (600' F) at valve closure during power reduction] could accelerate 
coking and affect valve freedom of motion. With these seconda~y-only valves 
on the manifold, fuel flOWing in the manifold provides a heat sink ,-0 cool the 
valve continuously during engine operation. In addition, the manifold 
location more effectively isolates the valves from the hot engine easing. 
System B uses low-lubricity tolerant pump gear materials the same as 
System A. 
4.4 ADVANCED SYSTEM C 
Advanced System C represents the greatest change from the conventional 
design approach. Figure 26 shows a more complete description of the Waste 
Heat Recovery System (WHRS) used to heat the fuel tanks. The system uses 
engine compressor bleed air as the source of neat for tank fuel freezing 
pro~ection. Normally air is bled from the engine for wing and engine cowl 
anti-icing and for cabin environmental control. Before the compressor bleed 
air can be routed away from the engine (to the wings or ECS) it must be 
cooled. Engine fan bleed air is typically used to cool engine compressor 
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Figure 25. Nozzle Divider Valve tocations. 
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Figure 26. Advanced System C. 
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purpose. The arrangement can be seen ~n Figures 8 and 10. In the interest of 
reduced fuel consumption (lower sfc) the trend is towat'd less engine bleed 
extraction for the ECS by means of cabin air recirculation eystems. Studies 
are also in proc:,ess to eliminate fan bleed (and the precooler) by using 
selective bleed ports on the engine. Ideally. the bleed air would be taken 
from the stage of the engine that most efficiently and effectively provides 
the desired pressure (cabin pressurization needs) and temperature (cabin 
cooling or heating). If tank fuel heating were not an issue (fuel freezing 
point remained low). these multi-port bleed systems and O~;ler adl."anced 
concepts may be preferable to a waste Heat Recovery System. It should be 
pointed out. however. that a workable system has yet to be developed which 
meets these objectives (elimination of fan bleed and precooler). 
Given the situation where both sfc and fuel freezing point are 
significant issues. the WHRS is of particular interest. In this system. as 
shown in Figure 26. the precooler is eliminated. Either (or both) engine fuel 
and tank fuel provide the heat sink for compressor bleed air cooling. There 
are numerable ways such a system can be put together. For this study. an 
arrangement was chosen which provides a high degree of design flexibility. 
The jet engine is always viewed as a multi-application product. Consequently. 
installation differences between different aircraft is a prime consideration. 
Bleed air lines, are typically large in diameter and not routed in close 
proximity to the engine fuel system. Consequently. a liquid transport system 
is desired to transfer heat from the engine bleed location to the engine 
fuel. The desirability of a transport system (as opposed to direct heat 
transfer) is reinforced by aircraft tank heating and cabin air conditioning 
considerations. Routing additional fuel lines to and from the tanks is to be 
avoided if possible. The possibility of fuel leakage into the cabin air 
system is also undesirable. Both of these sa~ety issues are addressed by use 
of a liquid transport loop. 
The system incorporates a water/anti-freeze heat transfer loop. The 
anti-freeze may be Dowfrost which is used in aircraft food chillers and is 



















circulates the water between heat exchangers located at engine compressor 
bleed ports, engine fuel and tank fuel.. Water loop bypass valves 
automatically control the distribution of heat to either engine or tank fuel 
and also control the temperature of the bleed air. A fuel recirculation 
arrangement located near the fuel tanks provides heat transfer between tank 
fuel and the water. The water system is statically pressurized by engine 
compressor discharge air (COP) so as to prevent water boiling at low ambient 
pressures. 
Advanced System C uses a single remotely located ruel nozzle flow divider 
valve. The arrangement is sho~~ in Figure 27. The valve would be designed to 
distribute fiow to the nozzles (injectors) as a function of upstream supply 
pressure. This valve would be thermally isolated from the hot casing and 
would operate at a higher force margin than the typical nozzle divider/check 
valve. Hence, from e thermal staoility point of view, the arrangement is 
attractive. Low liP nozzles are also used. A disadvantage of the 
arrangement i~ ';he need for as many as 30 separat~ fuel delivery tubes leading 
from the valve to the nozzles. 
System C uses a high speed centrifugal fuel pump and a throttling-type 
fuel control system. This is similar to t~e afterburner syste~_on military 
engines. A separate low-spee,d boost pump is used to pressurize the inlet to 
f! the high pressure pump. The arrangement is shown in Figure 28. Engine 
starting is accomplished by use of a separate slectric-motor-d.'iven 
centrifugal pump. The entire arrangement is conventional from a component 
standpoint and similar to existing centrifugal systems used on jet engines 
(Concorde SST, for example). The particular advantages of a centrifugal pump 
::\ system are inherent low-lubricity toterance and low fuel. tel1ll'erature rise at 
idle flow rates. The fuel control ca~ be either hydromechanical or 
electronic. The throttling valve (see Figure 28) reduces pump discharge 
pressure to the value needed to hold a constant liP across the metering 
Ii 
valve. For the study these valves were assumed to be a flat-plate shear type 
in order to increase tolerance to low-lubricity fuels. Flat plate (shear 
valves) can be easily made from hard carbide materials incorporating 
self-lubricatins characteristics similar to low-lubricity tolerant gear 
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Figure 23. Centrifugal Fuel Pl'mp (Gearbox Driven). 
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5.0 FUEL PROPERTIES 
5 • 1 FUli!L PROPERTY CONTROL 
Fi~ure 29 shows how the properties of aviation ~rade fuel are 
controlled. In the past there has been a wide acceptable crude selection in 
the form of petroleum. This wide availability has been coupled with a 
relatively low airline fuel demand. Selection of the crude source has 
permitted the desired end result in terms of properties which include 
aromatics, thermal stability, heating value and viscosity. Ordinary strai~ht 
distillation processes at the refinery lead to control of boilill~ .ran~e with 
corresponding control of freezing point and flash point. Airline demand for 
kerosene-type fuels such as Jet-A has prov;.ded a ~enerally good market 
distribution of the total available crude product. Consequently, market cost 
factors (competin~ demand for end product) and actual cost fac.tors (cost .to 
produce aviation spec fuel) have been in harmony . 
In the future, it can be expected that t:.:re will be a ~eneral reduction 
in the total availability of acceptable crude sources (petroleum) as compared 
to the past situation. This trend has been evident for several ye~.s and can 
bE-: '.loted by the heavier, hi~her aromatic fuels such as those derived from the 
Alaskan Slop~. Fi~ure 30 shows generally what can be expected~n the future. 
It is irrelevant to the study as to when this situation may develop. An 
1. aviat.ion fuel property iSSllri may emer~e under world economic conditions that 
reflect the rate of ~rowth (increase in GNP) which has ~enerally existed l' durin~ the past three decades. Coupled wit.h this increase in economic ~rowth 
may also be an increase in airline travel as a percenta~e of the total demand 
on transportation ener~y. These conditions (1) reduced selective crude 
sources, (2) economic ~rowth, and (3) increased airline demand for fuel may 
lead to a situation where fuel properties have a more deciding influence on 
fuel cost. 
Over the spect~lm of potential crude sources there is a ~eneral trend 
away from property control by crude selection. 
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Figure 30. Aviation Fuel Future Situation Increased Aviation 
Supply at Present Spec Limits . 
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additional and more complex processing in order to· arrive at the desired end 
result. For example, low lubricity is not presently a significant property 
issue. Severe hydrotreating removes impurities and hence the natural 
lubricity of these impurities. At present, however, there are few modern 
refineries using severe hydrotreating. In cases where aircraft fuel pump 
failures have occurred because of ;1 lack of fuel lubricity, the problem has 
been solved by additives such as corrosion inhibitors. Eventually, actual 
cost factors associated with the production of spec-grade aviation fuel must 
increase. This is because the aviation grade fuel will no longer be a simple 
matter of crude selection and simple distillation processing. Adding to an 
iucrease in actual cost may be an increase in market cost. This comes a~out 
as the demand for kerosene fuel increases. The higher fuel efficiency of 
diesel engines in automobiles leads to their de$irability. In a free market 
environment, both airlines and automobiles may be competing for essentially 
the same kerosene product. This would of course be a dramatic change from the 
past harmonious relationship between kerosene demand and gasoline demand. 
Enough is known about future fuels to r~cognize that a choice may 
ultimately be made between rigidly defined aviation fuel properties and 
broadening of these properties. Table 1 shows an assessment of aviation fuel 
property 
growth. 
change which might occur under assumed conditions of ~orld economic 
Table 2 shows present specification limits for Jet-A anQ Jet-B 
fuels. Also shown are limits for the study fuel. These study fuel property 
values are given here only as a matter of reference. They assume an increase 
of about SO percent in aviation fuel yield from the crude sources listed in 
Table lover the next 15 to 20 years. It is irrelevant to the results of this 
study whether fuel properties change to this degree or only slightly from 
present-day values. The systems evaluated by this study afford various 
degrees of property change. Airline operational procedures also are a factor 
in equating the performance of a system to its fuel property compatibility. 
If one assumes that fuel properties will change or that lowering of 
relative fuel cost would make a property change desirable, the next question 





























TABLE 1. ESTIMATED FUEL PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS 
Freezing Thernlill Flash Aromattc 
!iOl!rce Point StablHty Point VhcosUv Content 
Petro]eu. CrUdes (average) 
1980 - 1990 U 0 0 0 1 
1990 - 2000 2 1 0 1 2 
• Synthetic Crudes 
- Tar Sands (1980 - ) 3 1 0 1 3 
- Shale (1985 - ) 2 2 0 2 2 












o - Similar to 1970 Crude - Meets Currenl Jet-A SpeCification. 
1 - Worse Than 197101, - But ~xpected 10 Meel Specification Without 
AddWc'!"!aO Processing I 
2 - AddilOollial Processing ProbabOy Needed to Meet Specification with 
Adequate AvaOlabilOty 
3/4 - Significant Additfionai Processing Required 10 Meet Specifocation 
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Table: 3 Hsts several options available to the aircraft user. Ideally, fuel 
properties and the costs of meeting these property limits is precisely matched 
against airline profitability and passenger safety. Otherwise, money is being 
lost, or accidents are too frequent. Assuming this ideal relationship to now 
exist, each of the fllel properties listed in Table 3 will (if changed) cause a 
need for a corresponding change in order to preserve this idealized balance. 
Undpr these assumptions, flight crew action is inappropriate for any property 
change. Increased maintenance can only be applied to the economic side of the 
issue (not the safety consideration) if the result is a direct change to 
aircraft performance or reliability. Totat is, if an increase in maintenance 
is necessary to accommodate satisfactory aircraft performance or reliability, 
and therefore not jeopardize safety, only economics are aff.ected. Operational 
planning influences both economics and safety if freezing point is increased 
or heating value is decreased. 
Freezing point, therma.i. stability and lubricity are the properties from 
Table 3 ~ich are most meaningfully ad~ressed from an aircraft/engine fuel 
system standpoint. The other properties are involved more with the engine 
combustor (viscosity, aromatic content, and heating value) or fuel handling 
safety (flashpoint). In the study, freezing point was ~onsidered from two 
points of view: (1) operational consideration and (2) design consideration. 
Thermal stability was considered both from a design and maintenance 
standpoint. Lubricity "'as considered only from a design standpoint. 
5.2 ~~~IONAL CONSIDERATION OF fREEZING POIN1 
Figure 31 shows how fuel fre~zing point is addressed by the airline. The 
airline captain responsible for the safety of the aircraft does not know what 
the exact freezing point* of the fuel is during any varticular flight. He 
knows, however, the fuel type and 
has available the aircraft flight 
its specification limits. He also knows and 
manual 
associated with cold fuel operation. He 
which describes any limitations 
assumes based on his flight 
engineer's observation of fuel tank temperature (ucaally one measure of bulk 














TABLE 3. APPROACH TO FUEL PROPERTY ISSUES 
Operational 
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CD Pre-Flight Planning (Airline Practice) 
• Reute Fuel Selection 
• Time ef Year 
-
• Jet-A 
• Experoence -• Jet-A1 
• Jet-B 
• Seasenai Adjusted 
Freezing Point 
® In-Flight Control (Not Done) 
Moniler fuel 
• Divert FOught Patitll 
--
--" Temperature -
• Raise Speed 
• Transfe~ Fuel 
I , 
Figure 31. Freezing Point Operational Options. 
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Fuel loading 
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temperature in one tank) that all fuel is available except that which is 
consumed as the flight progresses. Typically. the aircratt flight manual will 
permit operation to the fuel specification maximum freezing point plus 3° C 
(5° F). With present day fuel properties. it would be a rare occurrence to 
reach this limit. Figure 32 goes further to show airline practice with 
respect to fuel freezing point. By using a grade of fuel (Jet-Al or Jet-B) 
with a lower freezing point. the airline is able to stay clear of potential 
fuel freezing problems. 
In the future. this situation may change. Such change may be predicated 
on economic factors such as fuel cost relative to fuel properties. The 
following factors can be considered: 
• Increased probability of freezing point influence during certain 
flights. 
• Meaningful cost trade-off for fuel selection. 
• More advanced computer techniques available for en route weather 
forecasting and fuel temperature forecasting. 
The factor involving en route forecasting was used in this study to 
predict what might happen in terms of fuel tank temperature. Figure 33 shows 
the approach to operational planning that an airline might use in the future. 
For this study. the analytical approach was as follows: 
1. A flight forecasting technique was developed in a manner which might 
be similar to that used by an airline. The objective of the 
forecast was to obtain fuel tank temperature. 
2. The baseline aircraft and engine was flown by computer simulation 
through the forecast air temperature and route structure. 
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Figure 32. Freezi.ng Point Current Operation Requirements. 
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• Reule Altitudes 
• Air Speeds 
• AII' Temp 
• Fuel Required (Gly) 
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Figure 33. Operational Planning for Lowest Ftlel Cost. 
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6.0 METHOD OF ANALYSIS AND FLIGHT DEFINITIONS 
~ • 1 THBRHAL MODEL 
A comput~r model was formulated to represent the baseline aircraft and 
engine. Usirtg common formulations as appropriate, additional models were 
prepared for the advanced systems. These models were extensions of the 
General Electric CF6-BO engine-family heat model used to predict engine fuel, 
lubrication and generator oil temperatures. In the CF6-BO application, the 
validity of the model has been verified by engine ground and fligllt test data 
such as for the Boeing 7671General Electric CF6-BOA. The models follow 
thermodynamic 1st-Law expression of the energy continUity throughout the 
aircrsft snd engine fuel systems and thermodynamically interconnected oil al.', 
air systern'3. 
Figure 34 for the baseline model shows a simplified description of the 
model. Fuel from the aircraft auxiliary or number 2 tank (inboard tanks) is 
pumped to the main engine outboard tank. The temperatur& of these supply 
tanks changes as the flight progresses. Heat (Q) is added by the tank fuel 
transfer pump. In the outboard tank heat (QA) is transferred to air flowing 
over the wing. Fuel flows from the outboard tank overfill valve to the main 
I . tank. Hore heat transfer occurs to air over the main tank wing-area. Engine 
meter flow (WFE) is pump~d through a main tank boost pump to the engine. The 






through the engine lube system he~t e~r.hanger. Excess pump flow is throttled 
with corr~sponding temperature increase (Q). lOG heat is added to the metered 
fuel and then i!lOre throttling Emd temperature rise occurs at the fuel 
nozzles. 
Figures 35, 36 and 37 show the typical arrangement for fuel return to the 
aircraft tanks. In order to suppress the cooldown rate of the outboard tank, 
tank return is made to the outboard. This results essentially in a 
re~Lrculation loop from the main tank to the engine fuel system to the 
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Figure 34. Energy Transfer - Base!ine, 
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Figure 36. Energy Transfer - System B. 
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Figure 37. Energy Transfer - System C. 
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Figure 38 shows the basic thermodynamic considerations involved with the 
various fuel tanks. Fuel mass may be either constant or changing at dif.ferent 
times during the flight. Total thermal enl'!rgy (total BTU of thermal energy in 
tank) and specific energy (BTU per pound of fuel in tank) are ac~ounted for ill 
the model. Figure 39 shows the component energy exchanges which occur in the 
system. Total thermal energy of the flowing fuel is bookkept in the manner 
shown. Note that throttling results in an increase in total thermal energy 
since pressure energy is expended in the constant enthalpy process. 
Figure 40 shows the heat transfer mechanism occurring in the tanks. 
Minor effects such as radiation are not included. Fuel in the tank exchanges 
t.herrnal energy with air outside the wing by the process of forced convection 
in the wing boundary layer air film. Air film convection is predominant over 
other heat transfer modes in the tank (liquid to tank walls for example). The 
tank wall and the fuel bulk temperature are identical in the model. The air 
temperatu!'e if.volved with the heat transfer process is the wing boundary layer 
temperature which is the recove .... y temperature (TR). Note tllat recovery 
temperature is lower than total temperature since stagnation occurs only at 
the leading edge of the wing. Air heat transfer properties are calcu'lated 
from the air film temperature which is a function of wall (metal) temperature 
and recovery temperature. 
Table 4 lists the steps used to calculate the tank-to-air heat transfer 
rate. Fuel volume affects the heat transfer area by means of both wetted 
internal surface areas and conduction through the tank stringers. 
The thermal model calculates temperatures, pressures, flows, heat 
transfer rates, and sic effects at one-minute intervals through~ut the 
flight. Tank t'3mpe~ature determination is crucial to the accuracy of the 
results since virtually all other systems cQnditions are influenced by the 
engine fuel inlet temperature. Figure 41 shows how the tank temperature is 
determined. Tank fuel temperature (T2) is the temperature of the bulk fuel 
at the end of each one-minute interval. Note that l.oookkeepitig of total 
thermal energy (E2) and fuel mass (M2) form the basic thermodynamic 
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.. Fuel Mass Constant 
.. Temp Increase/Decrease 
.. Total Energy Increase/Decrease 
.. Specific Energy Increase/Decrease 
.. fuel Mass Decrease 
.. Temp Constant 
• Total Energy Decrease 
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.. Fuel Mass Increase 
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Figure 38. Basic Thermodynamic Consider"t;ons for Tanks. 
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Figure 39. Basic Thermodynamic Considerations for Components. 
E = Total Thermal Energy (BTU) 
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Figure 40. Tank Heat Transfer to Air. 
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TABLE 4. TANK HEAT TRANSFER TO AIR 
d) Define: 
• Inboard or Outbclard Tank - for Tank Slenderness 
• 100% fUf}1 Volume - Tank Capacity ft3 
• Wing Cord at Tank - for Air Reynolds Number 
(2) Find: 
• Actual fuel Volume (Level) - ft3 
• fuel Tank Wefted Area e function of % Vol.. 
Inboard/Outboard, A/C Size 
• Area Increas, for Stringer Contact With Unwetted Area ~ K1 
1 
• Air film Temperature and Air film Coefficient - U 
(3) QAir = UAK1 (iF = TR) 
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For One-Minute Interval Time (j) To Time ~ 
Total Energy in Tank = M (AT + BT2/2) 
Energy Added/Removed By Flow = W (AT + BT2/2) 
Energy Added/Removed By Heat Transfer = Q 
Total Energy E2 = E1 - E [W(AT + BT2/2)] - Q 
Mass M2 = M1 - EW 
Specific Energy E2 = E2/M2 
: 
Temperature T 2 = -A + '" A2 + 2BE' 
B 
Figure 41. Tank Temperature Determination. 
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6.2 MISSION DEFINITIONS 
In order to evaluate the differences between the baseline and advanced 
systems, it was necessary to simulate four flight missions of the DC-lO-30 
aircraft. These missions were: 
1. A one-day-per-year long-range cold environment flight originating 
from a cold airport Which results in the coldest fuel in the 
aircraft wing tanks d~ring cruise. The proximity of the temperature 
of tank fuel to fuel fr.eezing point shows the effect of this fuel 
property on aircraft operational capability. 
2. A one-day-per-year short-range hot environment flight originating 
from a hot airport which results in the hottest fuel in the aircraft 
wing tanks at the initiation of iile descent. This results in the 
hottest fuel normally in the engine fuel and lubrication systems. 
Fuel thermal stability would influence the effect of these hot fuel 
temperatures on fue.l injector coking. 
3. A nominal (50 percent probability) flight at nominal environmental 
and airport temperatures. This flight serves as the primary basis 
for assessing economic factors and sfc when system Qnd component 
changes are considered for resolution of the problems prespnted by 
fuel properties. 
4. An emergency condition with low fuel reserves. This analysis was 
needed to assess the likelihood of excessive tank temperature caused 
by the tank heating system. 
All of the mission analysis work was performed using computer models. 
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Figure 42. Analysis Flowchart. 
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TABLE 5. DEFINING FLIGHTS 
1 Define Fuel loading Temperature 
• From GE/TBC CF6-80/767 Requirements 
• One-Day-Per-Year Hot = 10100 : F (38° e), Nominal = 60° F (16° C) 
One-Day-Per-Year Cold = 0° f (-18° C) 
2 List Possible Departure Airports Using TBC "Airport Temperatures" 
• Cold 160 listings =20 io -78° F (-29 to -SiD C) Winter lows 
• Nominal 50 listings Most frequent City-Pairs 
• Hot 100 listings >115° F (46° C) Summer Highs 
3 list DC10-30 Airline Departures Using" Airline Route Structure 
Analysis Program" 
• August 1981 Route Data 
• Screen For Flight length and Destination Airport 
• list Possible City-Pairs 
4 Cross-Check Departure Airports with City-Pairs 
Ii Ust Possible Flights 
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TABLE 5. DEFINING FLIGIITS (CONCLUDED) 
5 Define Cruise Conditions Based on DC10-30 Flight Manual 
• AUtitudes ana Air Speeds 
., 
1 6 Define Altitude Tempeiatures and Head Winds Using 
TOe "Windtemp" Program 
.-
• Average Values at Cruise Altitudes 
.... • One-Day-Per-Year and Nominal Probabilities 
-,r:-., 
\ 
;i 7 Selected Flights :~, h , 
• Actual DC10-30 Scheduled Flight 
• Actual Routing 




• Departure Airpc.Plt Temp Consistent with Fuel Temp I ~ 
J 
• Actual Flight Profile ·1 , 
I • Probable Air Temp and Head Winds 
. 
b 
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TABLE 6. OBTAINING CYCLE DATA. 
Known: 
• Cruising Altitude 
• Cruising Altitude TemperaUures 
.. Cruise Air Speeds 
• sIm Air Miles 
<D Defone Remainder of flight Profile From DC10-30 Flight Manual 
s Taxi, Ta~eoff, Climb, Step-Climb, Descent, Approach, Land, Tax! 
® Define Altitude Temperature Profile Based on Departure, Cruise, Destination 
Temperatures 
@ Find Fuel Burn From Commercial Aircraft Mission Analys~s (CAMAL; Program 
@ Dafone TakeoU Fuel load and Payload Based on Fuel Burn, FAR Reserves, 
and Landing Weight Limits 
® RUlli Engine Cycle Deck - Siore in Memory Bank lor Thermal Model Access 
, . 
!I. ,,-'.. • ..... 
, , 
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6.2.1 AIRPORT TEMPERATURES 
The fi~st step was to identify wo~ld-wide ai~o~ts f~om which the 
airc~aft might be depa~ting. Boeing "Ai~ort Tempe~atu~es" (Reference 5) was 
used to establish a list of depa~ture ai~orts which would have a likelihood 
of cold. nomir~!.. or hot fuel loading temperatures to be used in the study. 
Figure 43 shows. for example. the surface temperature at Helsinki. Finland. 
Using coldest zero-probability surface temperatu~es. more than 160 cold-day 
departl,~e ai~o~ts were identified. Helsinki has a -33.go C (-2go ~) Feb~ary 
.tow temperature. Other locations had temperatures ranging from -28.go C 
(-20° F) to -61.1° C (-78° F) (Upper Canada during January). Surface 
temperatu~es at SO% probability were also listed to arrive at a likely choice 
of departure ai~orts for cold fll.ghts with cold on-loaded fuel. Similar 
departure ai~ort lists were const~cted for raminal and hot departure 
ai~orts using both zero and SC-~. probabilities, The nominal flight with 50 
lieted ai~orts considered the m~. frequent fligh~ routes. For. the hot 
flight. Phoenix to Las Vegas was chosen. Phoenix hae a 47.8° C (llSO F) high 
tempe~ature. Eighteen DC-lO-30 ai~orts have highs in excess of 43.3° C 
(110" F). Over 100 world-wide airpor-ts have highs above 46,1° C (115° F). 
6.2.2 COMMERCIAL FORECASTING R0UTE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS (CFRSA) 
The next step was to dete~;';cine fo~ all the departure ai~orts which ones 
operate DC-IO-30 aircraft. Figure 44 shows ai~line route guide data for 
August 1. 1981, for flights originating from Gatwick airyort, London. 
Ensland. This offi~ial airline operation data is updated in t~~ GE CFRSA 
prog~am every th~ee months. 
list for nominal flights. 
Gatwick was one of the departu~e ai~orts on the 
DC-IO-30 flights were identified using CFRSA and 
the departure ai~ort listings for cold. !Iominal and hot su~face air 
temperatures. Screening of airport city-pairs was also based on fli.ght 
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Figure 44. Airline Route Structure Analysis Program. 
_nuuc. 
6.2.3 ENVIRONMENTAL ANAL~SIS 
The Boeing ''Windtemp'' program (Reference 6) was then used to complete the 
screening on the basis of cruising altitude environmental temperature and 
geographical routing. Figure 4S shows the list of cold flight DC-IO-30 
aircraft city-pairs which were analyzed using Wicdtemp. All results in the 
Wind temp computer program are computed in terms of nominal or S~ 
probabilities based on accumulation of world-wide weather reporting. For 
three winter months tl,u average temperatures at 39,000 feet over the great 
circle route b~tween Helsinki and Seattle is ISA (International Standard 
Atmosphere) minus 3.So C ~ 7· F), or -56.10 C - 3.S o C = _60· C (-69 0 F -7 0 
-76" F) . The standard deviation from this value based on original data is 
5· C (g' F). Assuming normal statist.ical distribution, two standard 
deviations would be appropriat~ for one-day-per-year. Hence, the average 
route temperature at 39K is -60· C _2(5° C) = _70· C (_76· F -2(9° F) = 
-94 0 F). 
It is important to note that this is the altitude "average" static 
temperature. This value was arrived at in Windtemp using 200 nautical mile 
temperature nodes between Helinski and Seattle. At 39K, the outside air 
temperature will vary from this average, both warmer and colder. 
Numerous factors affect tank cooldown ~ate: 
Ambient temperature 
Mach number 
Initial fuel loading temperature 
Fuel tank loeation 
Fuel transfer rate and schedules 
Tank size, shape, and internal design 
Fuel quantity 
Wing shape 
Altitude step changes 
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Figure 45. Windtemp Input. 
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When these factors are considered along with the fact that the aircraft type 
and airline routing do not necessarily correspond to a worst case transport 
aircraft scenario, it is evident that results such as these are "typ ical," not 
"worst case." Iience in a "typical" sense, the objective became one of 
'-
comparative results, not absolute results. In other words, if it were 
possible to show by analysis that the fuel in the left ci'ltboard reserve tank 
of the OC-IO-30 flying from Helinski to Seattle reached e~actly -40· C 
(-40· F) at exactly 2 hours after t~keoff exactly once each year, this result 
would depend on precise statistical analysis of all relevant factors and even 
then would not represent the one-day-per-year or worst case for the airline 
industry. Consequently. a significant issue i,,~ the coldest fuel temperature 
which can be reached based on the possibility of cold ambient exposure 
somewhere along the route. For this reason, the city-pair or route ave~~ge 
ambient temperature used to analy~e other aspects of commercial aircraft 
mission analysis was also a logical choice for the analysis of tank coolciown 
rate and tank temperature. 'I'his method was in fact the only one available 
which would consider a large number of mission options and provide consistency 
in the method of ati:llysis. 
'The Windtemp program also ,Jrovide,d route-average headwinds and 
tailwinds. Winds were computed in the same manner as temperatures using 200 
nautical-mile node points along the route to find the st.atistical city-pair 
average wind component. Wind was then added to or subtracted from great 
circle distance to find the air miles used t.o determine flight time and fuel 
burn. 
6.2.4 AIRCRAFT AND ENGINE ANALYSIS 
Before \:he thermal model could be ::-un, it was necessary to determine the 
exact flight profile and engine power settings and then obtain the engine 
cycle data. This involved consideration and analysis of a number of factors 
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Fuel loading was determined based en intercontinental or domestic IFR 
fuel reserve requirements and takeoff/landing gross weight limits. The 
DC-lO-30 flight manual and cruise conditions frem Windtemp (altitude, 
temperature, winds) were used to construct the flight profile. During descent 
or climb transients, engine power setting adjustments were calculated at 0,5 
to 2.0 minute intervals. These points were later fitted to constant 
one-minute intervals used in the thermal model. 
Tables 7 and 8 show the flight selection results. Figures 46 and 47 show 
geographical locations for these flights. With the exc'lption of the 'not 
fllght (Phoenix to Las Vegas), these are actual DC-10-30 ticket guide rQutes. 
The hot flight was assumed to be representative of a short hop for a wide-body 











To consider this issue, it was "'r. .. ~'med that all of the systems would 
continue to transfer heat to the fuel tanks in spite of whatever tank 
temperature occurred. The result would indicate the need for diverting heat 
input from the aircraft tanks. 
The flight scenario assumed that the DC-10-30 approaches Phoenix to land 
with 37.8° C (100' F) temperature fuel in all tanks. For this emergency, fuel 
reserves are below minimum but still adequate to abort the Phoenix Landing and 
divert to Las Vegas. This is well within the design/perfot~nce intent of the 
aircraft. Fuel has already been transferred from the outboard tanks to) the 
mains as the aircraft approaches Phoenix. There is only 400 pounds of fuel in 
the outboard tanks. All engines are drawing fuel from the mains and t'l.nk 
heatir.lg is being returned to the outboard and then to the mains as is 
necessary for the operation of the advanced system. 
79 
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TABLE 7. SELECTED FLIGHTS. 
FI!ght Nominal Cold Hoi 
Gaftwlck, london to Helsinki, FlnOand 80 PhoenIx, Arizona 00 Cnty Pair Kennedy, New York Sea810e, Washington lal Vegal, Nevada (LGW --- JFK) (tiEL --- Sea) (PHX --- LAS) 
" 1Deila T Amb from ISA/Probablllay +2° F (+1° C)/50% 
-25° F (-14° C}I +34° F (+19° C)I 
1 Day Per Year 1 Day Per Year 
Winds at 50% Probabllily (Knoll) 
-37 (-69 km/hr) 
-13 (-24) +3 (+6) 
00 
0 
<!Areal Circle iIllstallce (NM) 3005 (5570 km) 4140 (7670) 222 (411) 
Equivalent Stm AIr Distance (NM) 3275 (6070 km) 4263 (7900) 220 (408) 
Cruise Almudes(s) (fl) 35K' (16).7 kll1l) !liliial 35K' (10.7) InGMal 20K' (6.1 kin) Cruise ~Iep Climb fto Crulle Step Climb 10 
39K' (11.9 kll1l) 39K' (11.9 kll1l) 
Reserve Fuel Requirements FAR International FAR Infternaft!onaO Max Fuel load Posslbie , 
WOIhoul Exceeding Max l Landing Welg!liU 1 
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TABLE 8. FLIGHT TEMPERATURES. 
;: 
Flight Nominal Co~d 
Hot 
coty-Pair lGW --JfK HEl--SEA 
PHX--WAS 
Max A~t 39K' (1109 km) 39K' (11.9 km) 20K' (6.1 km) 
. ! 
Month Jan Annual 
July 
0> ISA Temp _690 F (_560 C) _690 F (_56
0 C) _60 F (_210 C) 
.... 
/J,T Amb (51Di% Prob) +20 F (+10 C) _10 F (_40 C) +4
0 F (+20 C) 
20'{One Day Per Year) _180 F (_10
0 C) +300 F (+110 C) 
ADt l'emp _670 F (_S5° C) _940 F (_70° C) 
+280 F (_20 C) 
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Figure 46. Nominal and Cold Flights. 
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7.0 ACCURAcy OF RESULTS 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section of this report discusses accuracy of the mi~sion analysis 
and thermal model results. Comparison is made to previous work sponsored by 
NASA-Lewis concerning aircraft fuel tank temperatures. 
7 . 2 FLIGHT AMBIENT' TEMPERATURE EFFECT 
In the present study, minimum altitude ambient static temper~.ture for the 
cold flight was dete~ined to be -70° C (-94° F) at 11,887 m (39,000 feet). 
In a previous NASA-Lewis sponsored study reported in NASA CR-13S198 
(Reference 4), the air temperature during a similar cold flight (over polar 
regi~n) was essentially as shown in Figur$ 48. In this figure, the 
temperature (T
amb) was assumed to occur in the step fashion as shown. The 
change was more gradual as reported in CR-135198. Note that the coldest 
temperature of -72.2° C (_98° F) occurs at 322 minutes into the flight. The 
corresponding air recovery temperature eTR) which influences tank 
temperature is also shown in Figu~e 48. For these air temperatures, the bulk 
fuel temperature of the main and ou~board tanks were calculated to be those 
shown in Figures 49 and 50. It is significant to note that for all practical 
put~oses the tank fuel temperature reaches air recovery temperature. In other 
words, it is reasonable to assume from an operational point of. view, that 
knowledge of ambient static temperature and aircraft Mach number (basis for 
recovery temperature) are all that is needed for determination of worst-case 
(coldest) tank temperature. As to whether or not worst-case static air 
temperature is -72.2° C (-98° F) or -70° C (-94° F) during the flight is 
probably a ~tte, of conjecture. Consequently, the results which will be 
discussed later in this rep'H't should be considered general in nature since 
absolute values of aircraft tank temperature at'e defined and valid only to the 
e:rtent of the assumptions made in the course of analysis, 1. e., absolute 
answers do not exist. 
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I'igure 48. Cold Flight: Ai.r Temperature Based on NASA CR-13SI48. 
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Figure 50, Baseline" Cold Flight No, 1 Outhoard Tank Temperature 
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7.3 ENERGY ~rlECK 
Figure 
validity of 
51 illustrates the thermal Energy balance used to check the 
the thermal model. Shown here are energy transfers (Q . , HP, 
a1r 
Qlube' QIOG' QBLO) which add or remove thermal ener~y to or from the 
fl,)wing thermodynamic system. Figure 52 shows the accountability of these 
energy transfers with respect to one-minute-interval changes in the energy 
levul of the system (E of the system). This is simply a statement of 
continuity with respect to energy change in the fuel t'mks. Change in tank 
fuel mass (fuel weight) is included in the values of El and E2 . Figure S3 
shows results of this energy check for a typical flight. What appears as a 
single line is actually two lines falling on top of each other. One is the 
summation of energy transfers (Q, HP, etc.) during the one-minute interval. 
The other is the change (E) of the tank. Note that thesr calculations were 
performed after the system thermal-balance was completed And hence are not an 
identity to the basic method of calculation. 
A second means for checking the analysis involved the energy exchange 
across the engine fuel pump and heat exchanger. This is shown in Figures 54 
and 55. Heat input (Q loss and Q lube) were calculated external to thu fuel 
system. Then the results of this energy summation were compared to thf' energy 
equivalent to the fuel temperaturb which resulted from iterativ~-analysis_ 
Figure 5S shows the agreement between results. It was concluded therefore 
that the thermal l~odel results were accurate in terms of formulation. 
89 
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Figure 51. System Energy Check - 1st Law of Thermodynamics. 
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For Each Minute of Flight -
• Energy Accumulated by Fuel Tanks 
- ~ Energy Into System - ~ Energy Out of Sy,st~m 
• ~E = E1 - QA + Hp + QLube + QIOG + QBlS m E2 
• E = Thermal Energy + Pressure Energy 
Figure 52. System Energy Check - !st Law of Thermodynamics . 
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QT = E2 - E1 
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E = W (AT+~) 
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Figure 54. Energy Transfer Check (BTU/Min). 
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Figure 55. System A - Hot Flight Fuel Pump and Lube IIX Energy Check, 
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8.0 RESULTS OF FLIGHT STUDIES 
8.1 !NTRODUCTION 
Three DC-IO-30 flights were evaluated by computer analysis. These flight 
simulations were designated Cold, Nominal and Hot. The flights were 
duplicated for the baseline and thre~ advanced systems. With the extensive 
modeling used for the study, it was possible to generate a great deal of 
computer plotted data. Only a portion of this data has been included with 
this report. The selection of these data is intended to illustrate general 
feasibility of the alternative systems. Special computer runs were made to 
dete::mine fue~ residence time in the engi.".e system and to assess emergency 
low-fuel rei?'· 've condi tions . 
8.2 FLIGHT DEFIliIITION RESUT.TS 
Figures 56 through 70 define the flights in terms of distance, time, 
altitude, air speed, engine thrust and engine metered fuel flow. These 
definitions are the same for all of the systems studied. In all cases, the 
flight starts when the aircraft begins its taxi-out for takeoff and ends with 
taxi-in. Engine fuel burn is accumulated in the computer routine so that 
total block-to-block fuel burn is known for each flight and each system. The 
computer calculates all parameters at one-minute intervals during the flight. 
During both the cold and nominal flights, the aircraft climbs and levels off 
at 10,668 m (3.5,000 feet). Later." in the flight it makes a step-climb to 
11,887 m (39,000 feet). For the hot flight (Phoenix to Las Vegas), the cr~ise 
altitude is 6,096 m (20,000 feet). 
8.3 FUEL TANK TEMPERATURES 
Fuel tank temperature is of particular concern from the standpoint of 
fuel freezing. !n the advanced systems which all i~volve tank heating. hot 
fuel could also be a concern. Later in this report the question of low fuel 
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Figure 60. Cold Flight Engine Fuel Flow. 
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Figure 62. Nominal Flight Altitude Versus Time. 
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Figure 64. Nominal Fl ight Installed Thrust. 
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Figure 65. Nominal Flight Engine Fuel Flow. 
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Figure 66, Hot Flight Altitude Versus Distance, 
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Figure 69. Hot Flight Installed Thrust. 
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Figure 70. Hot Flight Engine Fuel Flow. 
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Ambient air temperature and aircraft Mach Number determine the air total 
temperature and the wing boundary layer r~covery temperature. These results 
are shown in Figures 11 through 13. Figure 11 shows that the recovery 
temperature (TR), which is the h~~t sink temperature for tank cooling, is 
about 2.8° C (S° F) colder than total (stagnation) temperature (T2): The 
coldest value for TR is -45.6' C (_50° F) at 11,887 m (39,000 feet) and 0.82 
Mach number. At zero air speed and the ~ame altitude and statistical 
probability, the tank heat sink temperature is _70° C (-94° F) (Tamb). 
Consequently, a 27.2° C (49° F) spread in temperature exists between static 
(T
amb
) and total (T2) temperature. This suggests that the analytical 
choice for the heat sink temperature (~~ for this study) and aircraft speed 
have decided influence on the results. 
During the nominal flight the results shown in Figure 72 are Tamb of 
-55.6° C (_68° F), TR of -29.4° C (-21° F) and T2 of _26° C (-15° F). 
ASBuming t~e validity of these absolute results, Jet-A fuel with a-40° C 
(_40° F) maximum freezing point should experie~ce little difficulty in a 
_29° C (-21° F) heat sink environment. The h~t flight yields a 17.2° r. 
(63" F) recovery temperature. In total, these results indicate that from a 
one-day-per-year cold to one-day-per-year hot extreme, the DC-l0-30 aircraft 
flies in a tank temperature heat sink environment varying from -45.5° C 
(-50° F) to 17° C (63° F). The nominal flight sees -29.4° C (-21° F). 
statistically this suggests a probability tO~lard cold temperatur.es in the 
-17 .8° C (0° F) to -.40° C (_40° F) range. 
Tank cooling is a far roDre complicated issue than air temperature and 
fuel level in an aircraft such as the DC-l0. Fuel management has a decided 
effect on the cooldown rate. In order to appreciate this, note the results 
shown in Figures 74 and 75. Figure 74 shows for the long-range cold flight 
how the different tank levels vary. The number 1 outboard tank level does not 
change until the end of the flight. This is not a static condition, however, 
since fuel from the auxiliary or number 2 tank flows to the outboard main 
before flowing to the main tank which feeds the engine. Rate of tank cooldown 
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Figure 75. Cold Fl ight No.1 Main Tank Heat Transfer Area. 
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fo~ the numbe~ 1 main tank is shown in Figu~e 75. The shape of this curve is 
indicative of fuel management activities du~ing the flight. Simila~ ~esults 
fo~ the nominal and hot flights a~e shown in Figu~es 76 and 77. 
Figu~es 78 th~ough 8J show the ~esulting fuel tank tempe~atu~es du~ing 
the cold flight with the Baseline system. 
As ·might be expected, the outboa~d tank is the fastest to cool down. 
This is seen in Figu~e 81 whe~e at 178 minutes into the flight, the bulk fuel 
tempe~atu~e has ~eached -42.2° C (_44° F). This is within less than 1.10 C 
(2° F) of the ~ecove~ heat sink tempe~atu~e, Ta' Fo~ all p~actical 
purposes, the bulk fuel has ~eached its lowest tempe~atu~e within the fi~st 
thi~ of the flight. The outboa~d tank appea~s at fi~st to be of p~ima~y 
conce~ f~om a low fuel tempe~atu~e standpoint. This is not necessa~ily the 
case when conside~ing the pe~fo~nce of the Advanced systems and ~einforces 
the point that fuel management has a decided influence on tank tempe~atures. 
Figu~es 82 th~ough 87 show how the advanced systems affect tank 
tempe~atu~e during the cold flight. At this point it is necessa~y to point 
. out that these ~esults we~e obtained assuming no change to the OC-l0-30 
electrical o~ pneumatic (ECS) systems. Fo~ System B using lOG heat, the 
electrical load is 68 KVA (75 pe~cent load on a 90 KVA generato~). Additional 
elect~ical load could be demanded with co~~esponding in~~ease in heat 
available to the fuel tanks. ECS ai~ bleed is without wing o~ cowl anti-ice 
and at the standa~d 223.3° C (434° F) precoole~ setpoint fo~ the OC-l0-30 
design. This means that fo~ System C only a small po~tion of the available 
engine bleed heat is being utilized. This is shown in Figu~es 88 and 89. 
Bleed flow would more than double with wing anti-ice which would inc~ease the 
available heat. As shown in Figure 89, ve~y little tempe~ature d~op occu~s 
f~om 8th stage bleed which is used fo~ the study to the nominal setpoint of 
223.J o C (434° F). Consequently, it should not be concluded f~om these 
resl~lts that System C lacks tank heating capability. In fact, a lower 
setpoint than 223.3° C (434" F), switch to 14th stage (compresso~ discha~ge) 
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Figure 89, System C - Cold Flight ECS Bleed Air Temperatures and Precooler Setpoint. 
it _ 
since the available heat is a function of the flow rate and temperature 
. difference. To illustrate this point, additional computer runs were made for 
the cold flight using a 121.1· C (250· F) precooler setpoint which 'increased 
the temperature difference and thus che available heat. These results are 
shown in Figures 90 and 91. Although not specifically evaluated for the 
DC-I0-30, a 121.1· C (250· F) air supply to the ECS is considered acceptable 
fot' cabin heating. Table 9 suuonarizes the cold flight tank heating analysis. 
Tank fuel temperature results for the hot flight are shown in Figures 92 
thrnugh 99. Tables 10 and 11 suuonarize significant results for nominal and 
hot flights. 
S.4 ENGINE TEMPERATURES 
Several engine fluid system temperatures are of interest. Again, it must 
be pointed out that the present study did not attempt to refine system control 
parameters. The objective in terms of numerical results was to model each 
system on the basis of existing parameters, associated with the DC-IO-30 and 
the CF6-80X. 
Fuel sy.stem ice proteetion is an issue which must be addressed so long as 
anti-icing inhibitor is not required by the fuel specification.--This is 
presently the case with commercial grade jet fuels. Figure 100 shows the 
baseline results during the one-day-per-year cold flight. Hain filter inlet 
temperature is the main concern from the standpoint of fuel ir.ing. It is the 
first fine-mic~on filter in the fuel system and could block in the presence of 
water (or ice) at temperatures below O· C (320 F). Although filter bypass is 
provided on all General Electric engines, the customary design requirement is 
to assure that ice blockage does not occur. Note t'ilat the filter temperature 
is well above O· C (32· F) during the baseline cold flight. On the CF6 family 
of engines, fuel heating is provided by engine lube system heat rejeccion. 
Figure 101 shows the corresponding baseline oil temperatures which are above 
the 32.20 C (90· F) limit desired during steady state operation. Figures 102 
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Figure 9]. System C - Cold FI ight No. 1 Outboard Tank Temperature. 
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TABLE 9. COLD FLIGHT TANK TEMPERATURES 








No. I Outboard 
-49 (-45) 
-18 (-28) 
Fuel Loading Temperature = 0° IF (-18° C) 
Spec Max Freezing PoInt +5° F (+3° C) 
Jet-B = -53 (-47) 
Jet-A = -35 (-37, 
Study Fuel = -12 (-24) 








Minimum ADr Temperature 
T Amb = -94 (-70) 
TR = -50 (-46) 
T2 = -45 (-43) 
*. System C WORh 250° IF (121° C) Precoolar Setpolnd 
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Figure 95. System A - Hot Flight No, 1. Outboard Tank Temperature. 
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Figure 96. System B - Hot Fl ight No. I Main Tank Temperature, 
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Figure 97, System B - Hot FJ ight No. 1 Outboard Tank Temperature. 
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Figure 99. System C - lIot Flight No. ) Outboard Tank Temperature. 
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TABl.E 10, NOMINAl. FLIGHT TANK TEMPERATURES 
MINIMUM DURING FLIGHT- of (DG). 
Baseline Sysftem 
A 
No.2 Maon -19 (-28) • 
No.1 Main 
-19 (-28) +8 (-13) 
No. U OQJItboard 
-20 (-29) +26 (-·3) 
Fue! Loading Temperature" 600 F (160 C) 
Spec Max freezing Point +50 F (+30 C) 
Jen-S = -53 (-47) 
Jeft-A = -35 (-37) 
Snudy FueD = -12 (-24) 
°No Advanced Systems Oi1l No.2 Engine 






o (-18) -18 (-28) 
Minimum .Air Temperlure 
11" Ami> = -68 (-56) 
TR = -21 (-29) 
T2 = -15 (-26) 
''''''-
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TABLE II. HOT FLIGHT TANK TEMPERATURES 
MINIMUM DURING nIGHT - of (OC). 
Base~ine 
No.2 Main +89 (32) 
No.1 Main +83 (28) 
No. i Outboard! +79 (26) 
Fuel Loading Temperature = 1000 F (38) 
Spec Mall freezing Point +50 f (+30 C) 
Jet-B = -53 (-47) 
Jel-A = -35 (-37) 
Study fuel = -12 (-24) 













+04 (29) +86 (30) 
+89 (32) +92 (33) 
Minimum Air Temperlure 
T Amb = +21 (-6) 
Tn = +62 (17) 
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Figure 102. System A .. Cold Flight Engine Fuel Temperatures. 
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Figure 103, System A -- Cold Flight Engine Lube and Scavenge Oil Temperature. 
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Figure 104. System B - Cold F~ight Engine Fuel Temperature. 
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Figure 105. System B .. Cold Flight Engine Lube and Scavenge Oil Temperature. 
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Figure 107. System C - Cold Flight Engine Lube and Scavenge Oil Temperature. 
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Figure lOB. System C - Cold Flight Engine Fuel Temperature. 
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Fuel and lube oil temperatures of particular interest are sho~a in Table 12. 
From an ice protection and engine lube temperature standpoint. all of the 
results are acceptable except for Advanced System A. With System A. the fuel 
flow to the engine corresponds to engine gear pump flow ~nd this is teo high a 
flow rate for the available lube system heat. The resolution to this problem 
b j~'-mple. however. in that return of control bypass flow to main pump 
interstage would produce the same cold flight results as the baseline. This 
option. however. raises an issue concerning the choice between tank heating 
and engine fuel ice protection. Both cannot be satisfied at the same time . 
The acceptability of the situation and particularly whether engine lube 
temperat.ure levels are acceptable with this tank heating approach needs 
further consideration. Note that the low oil temperatur.e result would occur 
with System A regardless of the means for fuel iee protection. 
With respect to hot fiuid temperatures in the engine systems. the engine 
pump inlet. main fuel control. fu~l nozzles and scavenge oil are the primary 
concerns. Figures 109 through 116 show these results for both nominal and hot 
flights. Tables 13. 14. 15. and 16 summarize the key results. As a 
cross-section of normal flight conditions (nominal and one-day-per-year 
extreme). the results are acceptable in all regards. Systems Band G show 
higher fuel nozzle temperatures than those for the baseline but this could be 
resolved by control mode optimization. Advanced System B includes an 
air-to-oil heat exchanger; but this heat exchanger was not activated ::. ... ing 
these flight simulations. Its use during descent would lower nozzle 
temperatures without Significant effect on sfc. System C has the capability 
to place more heat into the fuel tank than elected for this study. A 135 0 C 
(275 0 F) setpoint for switching heat from engine meter fuel to tank fuel was 
assumed in the model. 
To further consider the issue of hot fuel in the engine system, special 
runs were made to determine fuel residence time during the nominal and hot 
flights. Figure 117 shows a breakdown by zones of ehe Baseline system. The 
computer model was modified to calculate average fuel temperature and thermal 
residence time in four zonas of the airframe fuel feed system and engine. 
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TABLE 12. FUEL AND ENGINE Wi'i.ll OIL TEMPERATURE MINIMUMS 
DURING FLIGHT - 0" (oG). 
• Main Fuel Fi~ter Inlel Temperature 
• Dee Protection limit = 32° F (0° C) 
Baseline System System 
/it. B 
65 (18) 
-1 H8) 62 (17) 
Nominai Flight 118 (48) 35 (2) 116 (47) 
HOi flight 151 (59) 91 (36) 155 (68) 
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152 (67) , . 
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TABLE 12. FUEL AND ENGINE LUBE OIL TEMPERATURE MINIMUMS 
lJURING FLIGHT - 0 F (OC) (Concluded). 
• Engine lube Oil Temperature 
o Baseline NorB:i'lal Minimum = 911t F (320 C) 
BaselOne System System 
A B 
96 (36) 17 (-8) 95 (35) 
1133 (56) 48 (9) 130 (54) 
177 (51) 1103 (39) 175 (79) 
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Figure llO. System A - Nominal Flight Engine Fuel Temperatures. 
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Figure 111. System B .. Nominal Flight Engine Fuel Temperature. 
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Figure 112. System r. - Nominal Flight Engine Fuel Temperatures. 
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Figure 113. Baseline - Hot Flight Engine Fuel Temperature. 
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Figure 114. System A - Hot Flight Engine Fuel Temperatures. 
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Figure 115. System B - Hot Flight Engine Fuel Temperatures . 
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TABLE 13. MAIN FUEL PUMP INLET TEMPERATURE 








24 (-4) 6 (-14) 
62 (17) 62 (17) 
1101 (38) 102 (39) 
Mode9 Spec Limit 
Jet-A = 1400 F (600 C) 
Jet-B = 1I2[)0 F (490 C) 
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TAGLE 11,. FUEL CONTROL (MEC) FUEL TEMPERATURE 
MAXIMUM DURING FLIGHT - of (DC). 
Baselone Sy®tem System 
A B 
200 ('a3) 40 (4) 186 (86) 
230 (110) 92 (33) 216 (102) 
262 (128) 132 (56) 250 (121) 




















TABLE 15. NOZZLE FUEL INLET TEMPERATURE 
MAXIMUM DURING FLIGHT -.oF (OC). 
Baseline System System 
A B 
172 (78) 90 (32) 186 (86) 
208 (98) 122 (50) 216 (102) 
243 (U7) 160 (71) 252 (122) 
Baseline Nozzle Limit 
Jel-A = 31!11l1° F (1490 C) 







*ECS Bleed Air Heat Switches to Tank Hx an 21~0 F (135° C) 
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TABLE 16. ENGINE SCAVENGE OIL TEMPERATURE 
MAXIMUM DURING FLIGHT - of (OC). 
Baseline System System 
A B 
.. --- .. " 








Nominal flight 253 (123) 
Hot Fiight 287 (142) 
2411 (U6) 252 (122) 
214 (1134) 286 (141) 
Baseline limits 
Normal Max = 2750 f (1350 C) 
! Red Ii.Jne = 350" F (177" C) 
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Figure 117. Fuel Residence Zones - Baseline Thc,mal Model. 
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Zone 1 is from the No. 1 tank aft boost pump through the engine boost 
impeller, Zone 2 is from the boost imPeller discharge through the fuel 
control (MEe) bypass valve, The calculations for Zone 2 include the average 
number of times the fuel reci.rculates in the pump gear stage. Zone 3 is from 
~he MEC bypass valve to the lOG fuel/oil cooler. Fi.nally, Zone ~ i.s through 
the remainder of the fuel system and fuel nozzle. Note that these are bulk 
fuel temperatures. In the fuel nozzle, f.or example, the surface fuel film 






0.0014 (~.05) gear + .007 (0.24) bypass 
0.003 (0.10) 
0.002 (0.07) 
Based on volume, residence time was calculated from volumetric fuel flow. 
The results for the Baseline nominal flight are shown in Figures 118 
through 121. For the Baseline hot flight the results are shown iil Figures 122 
through 125. Figure 119A. etc., provides an expanded scale for residence 
time. Discrete fuel temperatures and flight profile definitions may be 
obtained from the results presented ?reviously. It is somewhat surprising to 
note the long period af time it takes for the fuel to move throE~h the 
system. For example, Figu£'e 122 for Zone 1 hot flight shows that during 
takeoff it takes 8 seconds for the fuel to reach the engine gear pump after 
leaving the tank aft boost pump. During idle descent, it takes 220 seconds, 
almost 3 minutes. In addition to fuel thern~l stability conside~ations, these 
model results also suggest other areas of interest such as: 
• Engine start/relight time from a drained system. 
Quantity of fuel drainage after shutdown. 
• Fuel spillage after closing the emerg~ncy fuel shutoff valv<1. . 
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Figure 119a. Zone 2 Residence Time - Nominal Flight. 
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Figure 120. Zone 3 Residence Time and Temperature - Nominal Flight. 
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• Fuel interruption time with a large slug of air or vapor in the 
engine fee~ line. 
Extremely high fuel tank temper.tu~e could present problems such as 
engine or tank boost pump cavitation (excessive release of air or vapor from 
hot fuel at low pressure). In a tank heating system this would be most likely 
to occur with low tank reserves (low level of fuel heat sink). The results of 
l;he emergency f light scenario described in paragt'aph 6,2.5 are shown in 
Wigures 126 through 137 and are tabulated as followS: 
Hain OUtboard 
Advanced Flight Tank Level Tank Engine Inlet 
System Time jMin) kg (Pounds) TemP °C (O F) ~ .C (0 F) 
A 6 1383 (3050) 57.2 (135) 42.8 (109) 
B 40 227 (500) 53.3 (128) 45.6 (114) 
C 18 771 (1700) 77 .8 (172) 50 (122) 
At these times in the computer runs. it became impossible to maintain 
iterative continuity. No attempt was made to change the computer 
formulations, The message is clear, however. 
1. All systems show rair tolerance to excessive tank hea.;,ing under 
simulated emergency conditions. 
2. :Cn s~ite or this tolerance, provisions should be included with each 
system to permit tank heating thermal relief. 
The system provisions previously shown in Figures 19 through 21 provide 
l the n'acessary emergency capabilities. For System A, fuel recirculation C'ln be 
routed back to the engine pump and the system will function the same as the 
Baseline. For System B, an air/oil -cooler is provided and will adequately 
cool the tank recirculation fuel as desired. For System C, engine bleed air 
can be reduced or shut off while all the heat is transferred to engine fuel 
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Figure 137. Emergency Flight System C - Engine Fuel Temperatures. 
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9.0 SYSTEH EFFECT em FUIn. CONSUHP'rIQN 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
Selection of an Advanced System for compatibility with broadened-property 
fuel cannot be realistically made without consideration of the impact on 
engine fuel consumption. Consequently. the flight simulation models included 
change in fuel consumption. Consequently. the flight simulation models 
included change in fuel consumption relative to the Baseline system. Fuel 
consumption would be affected by the following: 
wdght. 
• Power extraction to drive the fuel pump . 
• Fan bleed air extraction for ECS precooling. 
For interpretation of the results which follow. a brief description of 
the terminology used is offered here. 
'I. IIsfc = IIsfc sfc 
where 'I. IIsfc is the percent change in specific fuel consumptio~;_lIsfc is 
the change in sfc associated with the particular parameter of concern (weight. 
HP •... etc.) and sfc is the specific fuel consumption for the engine. 
II Block Fuel (Lbs) 
'I. II Block Fuel = Total Block Fuel (Lbs) 
[ where '1.4 Block Fuel is the percent change in block fuel; II Block Fuel is 
the change in fuel burned associated with the parameter of concern and Total 

















With respect to combustor fuel preheating, the energy available at the 
fuel nozzle per pound of block fuel was determined for all systems. The 
difference between the results for the baseline and the advanced systems was 
then divided by the heati~g value of the fuel to provide the ~d Block Fuel. 
9.2 RESULTS 
Flight prQfile plots were made showing the above-mentioned effects for 
each system. The effect of system weight on specific fuel consumption (~ 
/I.sfc) is shown in Figures l38 and l39. System C weight of l85 pounds 
assumes a complete system without a fan air precooler. The Baseline and 
Advanced Systems A and B all weigh about 52.1 kg (115 pounds). These weight 
effects were calculated in the model by assuming a proportionality between 
engine component weight and aircraft fuel weight in terms of adjusted engine 
thrust. Change in engine power setting (fuel flow) for constant air speed and 
altitude was known from the initial engine flight profile computer runs. 
Likewise, change in fuel flow was known for aircraft altitude change. These 
same derivatives were used and multiplied by 1.25 to account for aircraft 
structural weight needed to carry the engine outboard on the wing. This 
approach is different than that customarily used and which does not account 
. for the precise flight profile and is predicated on constant thrust rather 
than constant aircraft speed. Althou~h the difference is minor-considering 
the small effect of weight (for this study) on sfc,' the study approach is 
believed to be more valid. 
Fuel p~ staft power has a minor effect on sEc for a high fan bypass 
engine because of the large power associated with the low pressure turbine 
(which drives the fan). The high pressure turbine is directly affected by 
pump power since it drives the engine accessory gearbox. Figures 140 through 
143 show pump power and its effect on sfc. Only System C using a centrifugal 
pump had measureabla influence on sfc. 
ECS bleed flow was scheduled for nominal DC-10-30 conditions during the 
nominal flight. The compressor bleed schedule is shown in Figure 144. 
Corresponding sfc penalty for fan air precooling is shown in Figure 145. 
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Although sfc is a popular measure of comparison, it is usually applied 
only to cruise conditio~s. A more meaningful result is the absolute change in 
fuel flow (pounds pet· minute). Figures 146 through 149 summarize the fuel 
consumption res~lts of all systems. Using these one-minute-interval results 
the computer model accumulated the total flight fuel change (block-to-block). 
These results are shown in Tables 17, 18 and 19. These tabulated results show 
how the fuel burn increase or decrease is accomplished. Table 17 is the 
direct effect of pump shaft power, fan bleed (precooler), and system weight. 
Table 18 is for the effect of fuel heating. These results show the 
flight-average BTU/lb of thermal energy imparted to engine metered fuel by the 
system. The increase in thermal energy such as for System C results in a 
decrease in fuel consumption. Table 19 shows the net fuel consumption effect 
of each system. The values listed in the right-hand cOlumn"are the most 
meaningful in terms of the system merit relative to fuel consumption. Note 
that only Advan~ed System C offers an improvement (-0.342 percent block fuel 
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TABLE 17. NOMINAL FLIGHT %l!. BLOCK FUEL FOR PUMP POWER, 
FAN BLEED, AND WEIGHT (I.OSS) PER ENGINE. 
Block ~Block % t.Block 
pOllJnds (kg) Pounds (kg) Fuel 
Baseli01le 169 (77) Ref Ref 
System A 1170 (77) +1 (+0.5) +0.003. 
System B 162 (73) -7 (-3) 
-().O19 
System C 88 (40) -81 (-37) 
-0.222 
Flighl Block Fl;lel = 36,420 Pounds (16520kg) per Engine 
" ~ __ .-1 L........-.--: :~l 
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TABLE 18. NOMINAL FJ.IGHT %1\ BLOCK FUEL FOR COMBUSTOR 
FUEL PREHEATING (GAIN) PER ENGINE. 
Btu/Lb A Btu/Lb %BDock FueD (kJ I Kg) (~kJ I kg) 
Base~nne 229* (533) Ref Ref 
System A 187 (435) -42 (-98) +0.228 
System B 212 (493) -17 (-40) +0.092 
System C 251 (584) +22 (+51) 
-0.120 
"Based on Enthalpy = 0 at 0° R (0° K) 
flight Block Fuel = 36,420 Pounds (16520 kg) per Engone 
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TABLE 19. NOMINAL FLIGHT %l!. BLOCK FUEL NET INCJ.UDING 
LOSS AND FUEL HEATING GAIN PER ENGINE. 
";',' 'tfr-" ',-, ""',,-.. ';~"" 
• 
%.t1Block· Fuel %.t1 Bloclk FueU %.t1Block Fuel loss Gain Net 
Baseline Ref Ref 
Ret 
System A +0.228 +0.003 +0.231 






Flighi Block Fuel = 36,420 Pounds (16520 kg) per Engine 
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10.0 ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
10.l INTRODUCTION 
A computer program was formulated to evaluate the investment incentive to 
the airline for each Advanced System. The basic objective is involved with 
managerial decision making. Business investments have two distinguishing 
characteristics: First. they often involve deprectable assets, and the return 
(saving to company) which the assets provide must be sufficient to recoup the 
original investment itself as well as to provide a satisfactory yield on the 
investment. Second, investments are generall~ long term in nature, 
necessitating, recognition of the time-value of money .• Present Value and Rate 
of Return on Investment are the two generally accepted methods for determining 
the incentive for an investment. 
Present Value is simply a measure of the total savings anticipated over 
the life of the investment at the time the investment is made. This value 
(savings) less the invest:ment cost is the net investment incentive or, in 
other words, the anticipated profit before taxes. Rate of Return (ROR) 
indicates the anticipated annual percentage profit on the investment whi,ch 
would normally be 10 percent on cash-savings. Both methods were considered in 
the analysis. 
In this case where savings are negative, the Present Value method still 
provides an indication for economic decision making - the more positive (least 
negative) Present Value is chosen. ROR, however, has no meaning in this case. 
The treatment of tax credits and depreciation was as follows: 
An initial tax credit of seven percent (7%) of the investment cost was 
taken at the end of the base year of the economic analysis, the year the 
investment is made. Since corporate tax on U.S. income is approximately 50%, 
this tax depreciation allowance is equivalent to a credit of 50% of each 











used for the first two years and the sum-of-the-year's-digits method for the 
remaining years until the tenth year from purchase. This provided the largest 
present value of tax savings early in the life of the asset. 
The economic analysis is a key basis for comparison of the results of 
this Advanced Fuel System study. Fuel property change, if it were to occur, 
may be gradual. consequently, as it turns out, each of the Advanced Systems 
A, B and C offers a solution to the fundamental issue of broadened-property 
"fuel. Although performance results do vary for each system, the degree of 
property change could permit use of any of the Advanced Systems. The results 
can therefore be treated on an economic basis because all systems are 
acceptable for airline use within their respective limits of fuel properties. 
With appropriate design feature such as a l~eans for fuel cooling with low 
reserve, each system is viewed to be acceptable from the standpoint of safety 
and a~rline ope~ational considerations. 
The DC-IO-30 was chosen tor the study b~cause it is a long-range aircraft 
likely to be influenced by the fuel freezing point issue. Also, the OC-IO. 
fuel syste~ with its wing tip tanks is of sufficient modern design to yield a 
broad solution f~cm the aircraft design standpoint. In the economic study, 
departure from the OC-IO-30 definition was, however, necessary. It was 
necessary to assume the more general case of a wide-body long-range aircraft 
expected to have a fleet life of 15 yea~s. This presents then an airline 
management decision to purchase such an aircraft (with an Advanced System) so 
as to achieve broadened-property fuel compatibility over the anticipated 
IS-year ai~eraft use time. 
Thus, it was assumed that Advanced Systems would be applicable to new 
aircraft and engines and subsequently have a service life of 15 years. As 
shown in Table 20, the economic influences used for the ",tudy included initial. 
equipment cost, maintenance cost, and fuel consumption. These factors for 
each system were determined using cold, hot and nominal flight results 
combined with individual engineering assassments. 
218 
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TABLE 20. ECONOMIC INFLUENCES. 
Maintenance 
.• Fuel Nozzle Coking Only 





• l:l % Block Fuel 
Equipment Cost 
• At Airline Cost level 
for 3-Engine Aircraft 
• For New Aircraft 





































Initial equipment costs were estimated from actual (baseline) component 
production costs wherever possible. These costs were used for Baseline System 
components ,.nd comparable Advanced System components. The basis for all other 
equipment costs is: present production costs for similar parts. previous 
studies of advanced components. and experience resource~ of the General 
Electric Company and its vendors. The resulting costs in 1982 dollars are 
shown in Table 21. 
Maintenance costs were based solely on engine fuel nozzle coking rates. 
These removal rates. as shown in Table 22. were estimated based on relative 
life estimates for each of the fuel systems for operation on the baseline and 
study limit fuels. Relative life was estimated using a con'elation for TF-39 
·flow divider valve failure as a function of fuel temperature and fuel 
breakpoint temperature (See Reference 7). Failure was defined as a 10~ 
increase in valve hysteresis. The TF-39 data correlation was used because of 
the engines for which data were available. the TF-39 is most similar in scale 
and design to the CF6-80. Relative life estimates and corresponding 
unscheduled removal rates are presented· in Table 22. 









(Cl + C2 TBP - TF 
10 
Puel breakpoint temperature, K 
Fuel temperature at valve. K 
Constant to account for valve force level 
= Co!:relation constants equal to 229. 9Y. and 0,407, 
respectively, for the'TF-39 
The minimum fuel breakpoint temperature from the program fuel property 
specification limits (Table 2) was used for each fuel. Maximum fuel inlet 
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TABLE 21. SYSTEM COST TO AIRLINE PER ENGINE, 
COHPONENT 
11ain Engine Control 
11ai n Fuel Pump 
Fuel 1,1anifold 
Fuel Feeder Tubes 
Fuel Nozzles 
~lain Engine Control 
Low Lubri city Ma i n Fuel Pump 
Fuel Manifold 
Fuel Feeder Tubes 
Fuel Nozzles 
Manual Switch & Wiring 
Plumbing, Clamps, Etc. 
Main Engine Control 
Low Lubricity Main Fuel Pump 
Fuel 11ainfold 
Fuel Feeder Tubes 
Fuel Nozzles 



















Main Engine Control C 
Fuel Control t10d Kit C 
Boost Pump C 
Cent rifuga 1 Pump C 
Gearbox Adapter C 
400 Hz Electrically Driven Start Pump C 
Electrical Relay & Control C 
Fuel Distributor C 
Feeder Tubes C 
Fuel Nozzl es C 
Adv. Waste Heat Recovery System 
Air/Water HX C 
Tank Fuel/Water HX C 
No.1 HX Control Valve C 
Engi ne Fue 1 /~Ja ter HX C 
No.2 HX Control Valve C 
Water Pumps & Electrical C 
Accumul ator C 











































































TABLE 21. SYSTEM COST TO AIRLINE PER ENGINE (CONCLUDED) . 
. -
COMPONENT SYSTEM COST 
Water Loop Plumbing C 3,000. 
Fuel Tank Return P', umbing C 6,250. 
Electrical conW'ls & Readouts C 7,500. 
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TABLE 22, LIFE ESTIMATES 
Fuel Fuel 
K, - Value Breakpoint Temperalure 
System Fuel Force Constant K (0 F) K (0 F) 
Baseline Baseline "I 518 (413) 388 (238) 
Study Limit 1 493 (428) 
A Baseline 1 518 (4:"3) 323 (122) 
.' Study LImit "1 493 (428) 
N 
~, N IS Baseline 1 518 (413) 316 (216) w 
~ Study Urnlt 1 493 (428) :; 
~;, 
c Baseline 5 518 (413) 391 (243) 
Study ILlmlt 5 493 (428) 
~ ,"""'-, 








































temperatures ealeulated for the nominal flight (Table 15) were used as TF 
for all of the advaneed systems, where the valves were mounted on the fuel 
manifold. For the base tine system, where th" valves were mounted in the 
nozzle, an additional 17K (30°F) fuel temperature increase was assumed to 
aceount f~r fuel heating in the nozzle. The constant Kf was taken to be 1.0 
for the baseline and eoneepts A and B, whieh have one valve per nozzle. For 
eoneept C, Which uses a single valve to feed all 30 of the fuel nozzles, a 
larger valve was assumed. When fuel valve piston area is increased, spring 
foice must be increased proportionally to obtain the same flow 
characteristics. However, the perimeter of the piston, where contact with the 
wall and fueL residue on the wall provides the resistanee force that causep 
valve hysteresis, is proportional to the square root of the piston area. For 
System C, it was estimated that the piston area' (and spring force) would be 
increased by a factor of 25, while the wetted perimeter of the piston (and 
resistance force) would be increased by a factor of 5. Therefore, the ratio 
of spring force to re~:.stance force would also be increased by a factor of 5, 
thereby dect'easing the 1 '.kelihood of hysteresis. This effect was reflected in 
the relative life correlation by setting Kf ~ 5 for System C. 
The unscheduled removal rate was taken to be inversely proportional to 
relative life. Removals wer~ then adjusted to obtain a level of 51 
unscheduled removals per million hours for the baseline system on baseline 
fuel Which is the estimated value for the CF6-80A engine. 
It should be noted that the above estimates involve extrapolation of data 
obtained in accelerated fuel nozzle fouling tests. Beeause of this 
extrapolation and required assumptions on fuel heating in the nozzle mounted 
valve and the effeet of valve force levels, there is considerable uncertainty 
in the unsch~duled removal estimates given in Table 22. 
Fuel consumption differences are for the nominal flight and include all 
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All calculations were based on eQnstant 1982 dollars. Results were 




The argument can be made that Jet-A fuel properties derived from 
alternate crudes or future heavy petroleum crudes may increase the cost of the 
airline fuel. These cost increases relative to present Jet-A would result 
from increases in refinery process costs and/or increases in market costs 
(competitive demand for kerosene fuels). These cost differentials cannot be 
determindd from this Advanced Fuel System study, However, two opposite points 
of view to this question were addressed. These are, what it would cost the 
airHne to modify the aircraft to achieve present day (Jet-A) compatibility 
with various future broadened-property fuels and What fuel cost reduction 
would be required to justify the Advanced System. 
Fundamentally, the economic study shows: 
1. The airline ec.onomic advantage or disadvantage for use of System A, 
B, or C based on the assumption that Jet-A fuel is always available 
and no property change or fuel-economic changes take place over the 
next ten years. 
2. The airline economic break-even point for use of System A, B, or C 
assuming a fuel differential cost advantage for us:.ng broadened-
property fuel. In other words, a lower cost for broadened-property 
fuel such that the particular Systems A, B or C yields the same 
present-day economy to the airline aftsr choosing the system. For 
this result the Present Value of each system, Which is an economic 
statement of the anticipated savings of the system over 15 years, 
could equal the present (immediate) cash outlay for the system. The 
airline who chooses the lowest initial cost system and retains fuel 
property compatibility over 15 years might be assumed to have made 
the besl choice. However, a different system offering other 











Present' Value may be higher relative to the initial cost 
investment. Ultimately, the deci.sion rests on the validity of the 
economic analysis and confidence in the fuel price; i.e., property 
change and fuel cost differenti,,!. 
10.2 RESULTS 
Advanced System airline cost differentials calculated for new aircraft 
and engines are shown in Table 21. The airline differential purchase cost is 
the difference between the cost of the Advanced System of interest and the 
Baseline System. These costs were derived from the airline costs shown in 
Table 20. It should be noted that the airline purchase cost of System C is 
modified to reflect the reduction in cost associated with del.etion of the 
equipment no longer needed (based on the assumption that this is a new 
aircraft). The reduction in ;ost is $26,250 and corresponds to the deletion 
of the air precooler, cold air ducts and control valve, electrical controls 
and readouts. The differential maintenance costs (Table 23 and Table 24) show 
the increase in fuel nozzle maintenance required when Jet-A and the study fuel 
are used in the different systems. Differential percent block fuel consists 
of block fuel burn-effects for pump power, fan bleed, system weight, and 
combustor fuel preheating for each system (relative to the Baseline System). 
This information was entered in the economic computer model. The results 
for each engine are shown in the computer printouts of Figures 150 through 
156. Figure 152 includes alphabetical labels on each item as ceference for 




Years of aircraft service life. 
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TABLE 24. ECONOMIC TRADEOFFS - JET-A FUEL. 
/ 
System A System B System C 
1 
Increased Initial Investment - 1,260 - 2,760 167,610 
, 
, 
Annual Increased DOC 
• Maintenance -16,800 -12,390 -11,910 
• Fuel (1.06/Gal) 25,596 8,088 =37,896 
"I Net Increased DOC 8,796 4,302 -49,806 
I 
" '" Present 1982 Value 11 '" 
'" il (15 Years - 10% ROR) -67,422 31,566 448,617 h 
Net 1982 Investment 
Incentive 1=66,1621 \34,326\ [281,007\ 
Recovery of Investment 
• Number of Years 3 , ; 
• Investment % ROR 38.4 































ECONOMIC FACTORS FOR SYSTEM A 
NOlES: ell ACL DdLLAR$=198z DbLLARS 
(2) AT AIRL.INE COST L.EVEL. FOR NEW AIRCRAFT AND ENGINES 
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01 REl, r OPE.RA I I NG CoS I 
FUEL. FACTORS 
FUEL. PRICE' INCR. 
OS SIGAL. 
~56vO. I. U6 











YEAR INITIAL. I N I TI AL. TAX TAX DE? SYSTEM PRESENT 
I NVe:STMENT CREDIT AL!...J''lWANCE DOC VALUE 
INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE 
BASE -420. -420. 
1 -29. ~42 . 2932. -2730. 
2 O. -34. 2932. -2451. 
3 O. -30. 2932. -2225. 
4 O. -26. 2932. -2020. 
$ O. -22. 2932. -1834. 
6 O. -19. 2932. -1665. 
i O. -15. 2932. ..1512. 
8 O. -11 . 2932. -1373. 
9 O. -7. 2932. -1247. 
10 O. -4. 2932. -1132. 
1 j O. O. 2932. -1026. 
12 o. O. 2932. -934. 
13 O. O. 2932. -849. 
14 O. O. 2932. -772. 
15 O. O. 2932. -702. 
FOR 15 YEAR LIFE 
------ .. _--------
pREseNt 1962 VALUE dF I NVEsTMEN f cAsH FLow 
OVER TOTAL. AIRCRAFT L.I FE: -22474. 
NET 1982 INVESTMENT INCENTIVE: -22054. 
Figure 1.50. System A Economic Factors Per Engine - Jet A. 
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ECONOMIC FACTORS FOR SYSTEM B 
NOlES: (1) ALL DOLLARS=19S2 DOLLARS 
(2) AT AIR~INE COST ~EVEL FOR NEW AIRCRAFT AND ENGINES 
(3) A~~ COMPARISONS RELATIVE TO BASE~INE SYSToM 
AIRCRAFT CONSTANT OO~~AR I NCREASEO ANT I C I PATE," 
LIFE I11N ATTRACTIVE INITIAL FUE~ 
VRS kAlE OF REIORN tNVES!MENj iYFE 
~ 0$ 




DIREC, bPERAIING COS, 
FUEL FACTORS 
INCREASESS»,»5»»>SSS 
FUEL PRICE INCR. 
0$ SIGAL 








.. 14;;021 . 
=====~================================================ ================ 
YEAR INITIAL INITIAL TAX TAX DEP SYSTEM PRESENT 
INVESTMENT CREDIT AL~OWANCE DOC VA~UE 
INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE 
BASE - 92(1. -920. 
I -GA. -92. -t434. I 161 . 
2 O. "'74, -143~. 1124. 
3 O. -65. -1434. 102S. 
4 O. -57. -1434. .9.40. 
5 O. -49. -1 d34. 860. 
S O. -41 . -1434. 76S. 
7 O. -33. -la34. Ii 9, 
8 O. -~5. -1434. 657. 
9 O. -16. -1434. 601 . 
10 O. -8. - I 434. 550. 
12 O. O. -1434. 457. 
13 O. O. -1434. 415. 
14 O. O. -1434. 378. 
15 O. O. -1434. 343. 
FOR 15 YEAR LIFE 
-._----- ... -------
PRESENT 1982 VALUE OF INVESTMENT cASH FLoW 
OVER TOTAL AIRCRAFT LIFE: 10522. 
NET 1982 INVESTMENT I NCENTi VE: 11442. 
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ECONOMIC FACTORS FOR SYSTEM C 
(I] A~~ OdLLARS=1982 DdLLARS 
(2) AT AIRLINE COST LEVEL FOR NEW AIRCRAFT ANCo ENGINES 
(3) ALL COMPARISONS RELATIVE TO BASELINE SYSTEM 
.. : ~~:::: ::::::~:::::= = ==:~::®::: 0." = ::: ~ W2 :::::::::: =::::: = 
LIFE MIN ATTRACTIVE INITlAL FUEL 
iRS RAI~ Or '::1!:.IURN INVESI~1ENI lY:""~ 
~ D$ 
15 i 0.0 55870. JET A 
---;;'({««««««ANN,)AL tHREel OPERA! l,qG CdS' INCREASES»))))))> 
INCR. MAINTENANCE FUEL FACTORS INCR. TOTAL 
I'::\E COS T I'::\F FUEL PR I CE I NCR. FUEL BILL I':":\H 000SC ~ OS ~~J SIGAL @-~~D;$~ ________ ~"-~_M~J~~~_ 
·3910. 1.0S G -i2652. -16662. 
PRESENT-VALUE-METHOD 
c====~================================================ cc::::::::::::: 
YEAR I NI TlAL INiTIAL TAX TAX DEP SYSTEM PRESENT 
INVESTMENT CREDIT ALLOWANCE DOC VALUE 
INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE 
SASE @55870. }J} ~. }m2. 55870.@ 1 23727. 
2 O. 4470. -16602. 17414. 
3 O. 39)3. -, 6802. 15458. 
4 O. 3476. -16602. 13713. 
!5 O. 2960. -16602. 12158. 
6 O. 2463. -16602. 10773. 
:---t O. 1986. -16602. 9539. 
6 O. 1490. -16602. 6440. 
9 O. 993. -16602. 7462. 
10 O. 497. -16602. 6592. 
12 O. O. -16602. 5290. 
13 O. O. -16602. 4809. 
14 O. O. -16602. 4372. 
FOR 15 YEAR LIFE 
----------------
PRESENt 1982 VALUE OF ,NVESTMENt CASH FLow 
149539. © OVER TOTl'\L A I RCR.~FT LIFE:: 
NET ;982 INVESTMENT 1 NCENTI VEl 93669.@ 
ac===:=:::==::::::::===::==:==::==::==::::::::::==::::c===:=====:::::: 
RECOVERY OF INVESTMENT 
cc::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::==:::=::::==:=:; 
17622. 
3 17622. 201574. 1782. 18792. o. 




CONSTANT-DOLLAR RATE OF RETURN: 36.4" ® 
c=:e========:=:======::==:=:=:::::::_:::=:::=:::::=::===:::::::::::::: 






ECONOMIC FACTORS FOR SYSTEM A 
NolES. t i) Ace DdLLARS=1ge2 DOLLARS 
(2) AT AIRLINE COST LEVEL FOR NEW AIRCRAFT AND ENGINES 
(3) ALL COMPARiSONS RELATIVE TO BASELINE SYSTEM 
AIRCRAFT CONSTANT DOLLAR INCREASED ANTICIPATED 
LIFE MIN ATTRACTIVE INITIAL FUEL 
iRS RAIE o~ REtURN INVESiMENt liPE 
X 0$ 
15 10.0 -420. STUDY 














YEAR INITIAL INITIAL TAX TAX DEP SYSTEM 
INVESTMENT CREDIT ALLOWANCE DOC 
INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE 
SASE -420. 
1 -29. -42. -7348 . 
2 O. -34. -7348. 
3 O. -JO. -734S. 
4 O. -26. -73~8. 
5 O. -22. -7348. 
6 O. -19. -7348. 
I O. -j5. -)348. 
8 O. 
-1 " -7348. 9 O. -7. -7348. 
10 O. -4. -7348. 
11 O. O. - 7:;]A8. 
12 O. O. -7348. 
13 O. O. -7348. 
14 O. O. -7348. 
15 O. o. -73Aa, 
f'OR 15 YEAR LI FE 
----------------
?RESEN ( 1982 VALUE dF lNVESIMENt CASA FLow 
OVER TOTAL A I RCRAf'T LIFE' 


























Figure 153. System A Economic Factors Per Engine - Study Fuel. 
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ECONOMIC FACTORS FOR SYSTEM B 
NOlES. ( I j AL.L. DoLtARS;; I 982 DOLLARS 
(2) AT AIRLINE COST LEVEL FOR NEW AIRCRAFT AND ENGINES 
(3) ALL COMPARISONS RELATIVE TO BASELINE SYSTEM 
AIRCRAFT CONSTANT DOLLAR 
LIFE MIN ATTRACTIVE 


















FUEL PRICE INCR, FuEL BILL 
SIGAL OS 








YEAR INITIAL INITIAL TAX TAX DEP SYSTEM PRESENT 
INVESTMENT CREDIT ALLOWANCE DOC VALUE 
INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE 
BASE -920, -920, 
1 -64, -92, 1316, -1339. 
2 0, -74. 1316, -1149, 
j 0, -65. I!J i 6, -1038. 
4 0, -57, 1316. -936, 
5 0, -49, 1316. -645, 
6 0, -41 , 1316. -766, 
I D, -33. \!J 16. -692. 
e 0, -25, 1316, -625, 
9 O. -16, 1316. -565. 
10 O. -6, 1316, -511 . 
11 Q, Q, 12 I 6. -461. 
12 O. O. 1316, -419, 
13 O. 0, 1316, -351 , 
14 ~ 0, 1316, -347. -,' . 
15 v. 0, 1316. -315. 
FOR 15 YEAR LIFE 
----------------
PRESENi 1982 vALUE dF INVESiMENI CASH FLOw 
OVER TOTAL AIRCRAFT LIFE: -10394, 
NET 1982 INVESTMENT INCENTIVE: 
-9474. 
Figure 154. System B Economic Factors Per Engine - Study Fuel. 
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ECONOMIC FACTORS FOR SYSTEM C 
( I j ALL. ObLL.. ... RS; I 982 aOLL. .. RS 
(2) AT AIRLINe: Cf.lST· !..EVEL FeR NE'.J AIRCRAFT ANC ~NGINES 
(3) ALI. ceMP:'?I~O'';S REL."':"T!VE TO BASE!..INE SYS7EJ1 
=-----------=-----==:===£=-==-:----=----=-=--========-==--::==-==-=== 
AIRCRAFT CONSTANT DOL!..AR I NCREASEO ANTICIPATEC· 
LIFE MIN _~ TTRACT I liE INITIAL FUEL 
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: Os 
15 10.0 55e70. STUDY 
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PRESENT-VALUE-METHOO 
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FeR 15 YEAR LIFE 
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CREDIT At.L.OWANCE Dec 
INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE 
3911. 55e'7. -13::192. 
O. 4470. -13392. 
O. 39)3. -[3392. 
O. 3476. -13392. 
O. 2980. ·'3::192. 
o. 24a3. -13392. 
O. 1986. -13392. 
o. 1490. -13392. 
o. 993. ·133S2. 
O. 497. -13392. 
O. U. -13392. 
O. o. -13392. 
O. O. -13392. 
O. O. -13392. 
o. O. -13392. 
0" tNVESIMENI CASR FLow 
LIFE: 
INCENTIVE: 



















































c=============~=============================o=.======= =========:====== i iME-ADJOSIEO-RAiE-dF-REiURN-MEIAdO 
ceNSTANT-D5LLAR RATE OF RETURN_ 31.81 























ECONOMIC FACTORS FOR SYSTEM e 
NO I ~S. {') AC:;: OOCCARS- \ $162 OOCCARS 
(2) AT AIR~INE COST LEVEL FOR NEW AIRCRAFT ANC ENGINES 
(3) ALL COHPAR f SONS RELA Tf VE Te eASJ!~1 NE S",STEH 
AI RCRAr.T CONSTANT OOL.L.AR INCREASED 
LIFE MIN ATTRACTIVE IN'TIAL. 
i~_ ~AT! 01' t.!lt:J~:; liB i!3 II IE14T 
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} I . 
••••••••• =.= ••••••••••• == •••• = ••• = •••• ==== •• ========c: •••• ====.~: •• == 
~RESENT-VALUE·METHOO 
YEAR INITIAL INI TIAL TAX TAX OEP SYSTEM PRESENT 
INVESTMENT CREO:T AlJ .. OWANCE c~c VALUE 
INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE INCREASE 
BASE -920. -920. 
1 -64. -92. 71. ""206. 
2 O. -74. 71 . -11 e. 
3 o. ea. ; \. 102" 
• O . -57. 71. -87. 5 O. -49. 71. "74. 
6 O. -41. 71. -£~. 
1 O. "SS. ". 5S. e o. -25. 71. -44. 
9 O. -16. 71. "-37. 
10 o. -e. 71. -3D. 
II O. O. 
"" 
,::I. 
12 O. O. 71. -23. 
I~ O. O. 71. -20. 
I. O. O. 71. -19. 
i5 O. O. YI. IT. 
FOR 15 YEAR LII'E 
-- ... -- .. -_.- ..... -_ .... 
flRESENT 1962 GACe!! a~ II:;o!S II lENT CASH JI'!:OW 
OVER TOfAL. AIRCRAFT LIFE: -920. 
NET 1ge2 INVESTMENT INCENTIVE: -0. 
Figure 156. System B Economic Factors Per Engine - Study Fuel. 






C Increase in required airline investment cost relative to 










Anticipated fuel type (for aircraft service life). 
Increase in maintenance coat portion of direct operating costs 
(noC) relative to Baseline. 
Fuel cost per gallon (held constant over study period). 
Increase in fuel bill portion of direct operating costs 
relative to Baseline. Calculated from annual delta fuel burn 
multiplied by fuel cost. 
Increase in system direct operating costs (DOC) relative to 
Baseline. Algebraic sum of maintenance and fuel bill increase 
in cost. 
The initial tax credit taken in the first year at seven (7) 
percent of the increase in initial airline investment. 
Annual tax depreciation allowance -- Double~Declining­
Balance-Method is used for first two years; sum-of-the-
YearS-Digits Method used from third to tenth year -- based on 
50 percent of initial investment increase relative to baseline 
because corporate taxes are approximately 50 percent. 
Annual value (in 1982 dollars) of the net cash flow~ (savings) 
promised by the system at the min attractive rate of return (B 
above) -- based on initial investment increase relative to 
Baseline. 
Present 1982 dollar value of investment cash flows over the 




































The net value in 1982 dollars provided by the system -- L minus 
C -- indicates dollars promised by system over and above the 
initial investment cost increase relative to the Baseline. 
OUtstanding investment during the year based on the initial 
investment increase relative to the Baseline. 
Annual net easb in-flow -- sum of tax credit I, tax 
depreciation allowance J, and system direct operating costs H 
for year -- this in-flow is made up of the two following parts: 
Pat't one of the annual 'net cash in-flow (0) -- rep'resents tbe 
interest retu~ at 10 percent on tbe investment -- decreases 
eacb year because the amount of the unrecovered investment 
decreases eacb year. 
Part two of the annual net cash in-flow (0) -- represents the 
amount of the investment recovered during the year -- 0 minus P. 
The unrecevered investment at the end of the year -- N minus Q. 
Year during which·the investment is recovered (unrecovered 
investment goes to zero). 
The Time-Adjusted Rate of Return -- if, instead of purchasing 
the fuel system, the dollars of the initial investment relative 
to tbe Baseline are invested, then this is the discount rate 
which provides the same annual cash in-flows as those the 
system premises. 
Comparison of Figures 150 through 152 provides an· indication of the 
system's relative value when operating with Jet-A fuel at $1.06 per gallon, a 
10 percent rate of return, lS-year service life, and constant 1982 dollars. 






increase (to the airline) over the LS-year period. This eost inerease is a 
result of the annual differential eash outflow effeeted by the increase in 
engine fuel eonsumption. This eost is listed under the heading ·'Iner. Fuel 
Bill." The (qet 1982 Investment Ineentive is (-)$22,054. In contrast, 
System B (Figure 151) shows a savings to the airline of'tlO,522 over the 
l5-year period. Here, the annual fuel cost (eash outflow) is more than offset 
by the maintenanee cost savings; and results show a positive net eash flow 
(negative increase) and a Net 1982 Investment Ineentive of $11,442. Under 
similar eonditions. System C (Figure 152) presents the best ehoiee. The 
Present Value of the eash flows is $149,539. and the Net 1982 Investment 
Ineentive is $93.669 even though this system is the only system that presents 
all initial investment ~ ($55.870) relative to the Baseline System. The 
annual fuel savings provide the means of obtaining a favorable annual cash 
in-flow which. when summed with the maintenanee cost differential, initial tax 
credit, and tax depreeiation allowanee, provide a favorable position relative 
to the other systems. System C provides recovery of the differential initial 
investment during the third year. The Time-Adjusted-Rate of Return Analysis 
indieates a 38.4 percent rate of return is required to mateh the annual cash 
flows inherent in this system (eompared with 10 pereent in constant ,l.;,llars 
desired for airline investments). 
Figures 153 through ISS show the various system results fo~ the sa~e 
conditions as above, except the study fuel is used at $1.06 ?er gallon. 
System A (Figure 153) now provides a positive Present Value of $55,716 and a 
positive Net 1982 Investment Ineentive of $56,136 beeause of the good 
maintenanee eost differential. Convers,ely, System B (Figure 154) now has both 
a negative Present Value (-$lO,394) and Net 1982 Investment Ineentive 
(-$9,474) resulting from additional maintenanee needs when the ~tudy fuel is 
used. Tn other words .. the maintenanee savings (the maintenanee eosts are 
still less than the baseline) are insufficient to offset the fuel. eost 
relative to the Baseline System. System C (F~gure 155) again is the preferred 
system with a $125,124 Present Value, $69,254 Net 1982 Investment Ineentive, 
reeovery of the differential investment in the fourth year, and a 
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Figure 156 lists the results of incrementing the study fuel price to find 
the fu~l p~ice that is required to bring the Net 1982 Investme~t Incentive to 
zero for System B. This then is the fuel price for which the system gene~ates 
cash flows over the l5-year life that. when P~esent Valued, equal the 
differential initial investment. The fuel price is found to be $0.57 per 
gallon -- not a likp.ly cost expectation. This system, therefore, is not a 
feasible economic choice. This same analysis was not necessary for either 
System A or System C s~nce they have already shown a favorable advantage 
compared to the Baseline System operating on the study fuel. 
The economic results for the aircraft system (three ensines) generally 
show significant dollar influence as tbe result of maintenance and fuel 
consumption (See Table 23 and 24). In the case of System A, a $168,000 
profitability is projected for airline operation on future fuel. This comes 
about largely because of lower fuel supply temPerature to the nozzles. For 
System C, block fuel savings of 0.342 percent offsets the higher initial 
inve$tment of $167,000 and goes on to yield a $2~7.000 to $281,000 
profitability. A problem one may have with these :esults is their dependency 
on the accuracy of the overall study. However, these results do suggest that 
future fuel compatability can be achieved without economic penalty so long as 
















Computer model representation of the DC-lO-30 aircraft and CF6-80X en6ine 
resulted in simulated flight results affecting the aircraft and engine fuel 
systems. Flight simulations included nominal, cold, hot and emergency (low 
fuel reserve) conditions. These flight simulation t'esults coupled with an 
analysis of equipment and operational eost factors yielded cost incentive 
comparisons. Collect:vely these results provided a comparison between a 
baseline (conventional) fuel system and three advanced fuel systems operating 
on broadened-property fuel. The most significant conclusions to be drawn from 
this study are as follows: 
1. 
2. 
Using a eombination of statistical weather data and DC-10-30 route 
structure computer analysis, the coldest (one-day-p~r-year) cruise 
ambient temperature was found to be -70° C (-94° F). For this long 
flight from Helsinki .~ Seattle, tank bulk fuel temperature reached 
-42° C (_44° F) [..-ithin 1.1° C (2° F) of wing boundary layer 
recovery temperature] during the ftrst third of the flight (178 
minutes after gate departure). These results suggest that from a 
practical airline operational standpoint, recovery temperatuce may 
be used as a guide for the prediction of the onset of fuel fr:eezing 
in t~e tanks. Using computer techniques similar to those employed 
in tnis ~tudy, it may be possible in the future for an airline to 
predict fuel tank temperature for a particular flight. In this 
ease, selection of fuel type could be more selective and afford a 
more economical match between fuel properties and a:'rcraft design 
capability. 
With advanced systems employing means for tank heating, the coldest 




Using engine lube heat 
Using generator lube heat 
Using ECS bleed air precooling heat 
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Each of these systems, therefore, provides improvement in aircraft 
tanks freezing protection. Each would permit airline ope,ation with 
a broadened-property fuel. 
Use of engine lubrication system heat as a means for tan,k fuel 
freezing protection should be carefully considered from the 
standpoint- of engine oil temperature. Simple means for direct heat 
transfer can result in oil temperatures lower than those desired for 
proper oil distribution in the engine. This same cold oil problem 
may occur with generato.:-s or other lubrication systems. 
Conflict may exist betwaen heat sources used for engine fuel icing 
protection (such as engine lube oil heat) and means for tank 
heating. The study did not conclude that these heat sources would 
exist as'a Logical consequence of future aircraft/engine systems 
jesign. Tank neating capability will have to be planned well in 
advance of its implementation. 
Low lubricity fuel problems, if they occur, can probably be solved 
by proper choice of fuel pump materials. Centrifugal pumps would 
not be subject to low lubricity influence. The study did not reveal 
any difficulties associated with pump selection. 
Several advanced design concepts are available to improve combustor 
fuel nozzle and divider valve tolerance to lower fuel thermal 
stability. The study fuel with a thermal b.:-eakpoint 43° F less than 
Jet-A could be accommodated without increase iu component removal 
rate. In the broadest sense, it may be concluded that proper and 
deliberate attention to the total fuel system (including pump 
selection) would afford adequate compatibility with lower thermal 
stability fuels. 
Economic results were as expected in that sfc is the driving 
factor. The most complex and 'initially most expensive advanced 
:.: .. ,. 
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.c •• 
system using ECS bleed air was the most attractive from the airline 
life-cycle-cost standpoint. This was the only system yielding a 
reduction in fuel consumption. This conclusion does, however, 
depend on the assumption that engine bleed and air-to-air precooling 
continues in future aircraft/engine designs. 
8. Of all the broadened fuel property issues addressed by this study, 
tank heating for fuel freezing protection is the most formidable 
problem. The study showed. however. that excessive fuel tank 
temperature even with low (emergency) fuel reserves could be 
avoided. Consequently. the major issue (heating a cold tank) 
appears to be the driving factor. 
9 .. It is expected that the performance and economic techniques 
developed as a result of this study will provide Significant 
benefits in future consideration of aircraft/engine system design. 
The complexities of fuel property interaction with aircraft/engine 
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